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JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction of this appeal pursuant to Utah 
Code Ann., $ 78-2-2(3)(j), as amended. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. Whether the trial court acted properly within its 
discretion in admitting into evidence at the jury trial of this 
case the medical records of Mr. Woofs treatment pursuant to Rule 
803, Utah Rules of Evidence. The judgment of the trial court in 
admitting or excluding evidence will not be reversed absent a 
clear abuse of discretion, and only where the error is 
prejudicial. Whitehead v. American Motors Sales Corp., 801 P.2d 
920, 923 (Utah 1990); Terry v. Zion's Coop. Mercantile Inst., 605 
P.2d 314 (Utah 1979). 
2. Whether Hansen waived the right to complain on appeal 
by stating on the record at trial that there was no objection to 
the admissibility of the medical records. The appellate court 
decides this issue as a matter of law. State v. Schreuder, 726 
P.2d 1215, 1222 (Utah 1986). 
3. Whether any possible error in admitting the medical 
records was harmless because medical expert Dr. Roger Freedman 
gave testimony which supports the jury verdict apart from the 
admissibility of the medical records. The appellate court 
decides this issue as a matter of law. State v. Verde, 770 P.2d 
116, 119 (Utah 1989). 
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DETERMINATIVE RULES 
Rule 61, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure: 
Harmless Error. 
No error in either the admission or the 
exclusion of evidence, and no error or 
defect in any ruling or order or in anything 
done or omitted by the court or by any of 
the parties, is ground for granting a new 
trial or otherwise disturbing a judgment or 
order, unless refusal to take such action 
appears to the court inconsistent with 
substantial justice. The court at every 
stage of the proceeding must disregard any 
error or defect in the proceeding which does 
not affect the substantial rights of the 
parties. 
Rule 103, Utah Rules of Evidence; 
Rulings on Evidence. 
(a) Effect of Erroneous Ruling. Error 
may not be predicated upon a ruling which 
admits or excludes evidence unless a 
substantial right of the party is affected, 
and 
(1) Objection. In case the ruling 
is one admitting evidence, a timely 
objection or motion to strike appears 
of record, stating the specific ground 
of objection, if the specific ground 
was not apparent from the context; 
Rule 703, Utah Rules of Evidence; 
Bases of Opinion Testimony by Experts. 
The facts or data in the particular case 
upon which an expert bases an opinion or 
inference may be those perceived by or made 
known to him at or before the hearing. If 
of a type reasonably relied upon by experts 
in the particular field in forming opinions 
or inferences upon the subject, the facts or 
data need not be admissible in evidence. 
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Rule 803, Utah Rules of Evidence: 
Hearsay exceptions; availability of 
declarant immaterial. 
The following are not excluded by the 
hearsay rule, even though the declarant is 
available as a witness: 
(1) Present sense impression. A 
statement describing or explaining an event 
or condition made while the declarant was 
perceiving the event or condition or 
immediately thereafter. 
(2) Excited utterance. A statement 
relating to a startling event or condition 
made while the declarant was under the 
stress of excitement caused by the event or 
condition. 
(3) Then existing mental, emotional, or 
physical condition. A statement of 
declarant's then existing state of mind, 
emotion, sensation, or physical condition 
(such as intent, plan, motive, design, 
mental feeling, pain, and bodily health), 
but not including a statement of memory or 
belief to prove the fact remembered or 
believed unless it relates to the execution, 
revocation, identification, or terms of 
declarant's will. 
(4) Statements for purposes of medical 
diagnosis or treatment. Statements made for 
purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment 
and describing medical history, or past or 
present symptoms, pain, or sensations, or 
the inception or general character of the 
cause or external source thereof insofar as 
reasonably pertinent to diagnosis or 
treatment. 
• * * 
(6) Records of regularly conducted 
activity. A memorandum, report, record, or 
data compilation, in any form, of acts, 
events, conditions, opinions or diagnoses, 
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made at or near the time by, or from 
information transmitted by, a person with 
knowledge, if kept in the course of a 
regularly conducted business activity, and 
if it was the regular practice of that 
business activity to make the memorandum, 
report, record, or data compilation, all as 
shown by the testimony of the custodian or 
other qualified witness, unless the source 
of information or the method or 
circumstances of preparation indicate lack 
of trustworthiness. The term "business11 as 
used in this paragraph includes business, 
institution, association, profess ion, 
occupation, and calling of every kind, 
whether or not conducted for profit. 
* * * 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case and Course of Proceedings 
Plaintiff and appellant Gail 0. Hansen alleged that 
defendant James Woo was negligent in operating his motor vehicle, 
resulting in a collision in which Hansen was injured. Mr. Woo 
denied negligence on the ground that the accident resulted from 
sudden and unexpected loss of consciousness which made it 
impossible for him to control his vehicle. 
The automobile accident occurred on July 15, 1988. The 
complaint was filed February 3, 1989. Discovery proceeded 
thereafter. On June 10, 1989, Mr. Woo died of heart failure at 
the age of 79 years. Hansen's counsel had not taken his 
deposition. After Mr. Woo's death, John Heath was appointed 
personal representative of the estate of James Woo, deceased. 
Discovery continued to conclusion by both sides. 
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Disposition in Court Below 
The case was tried to a jury, Hon. Kenneth Rigtrup 
presiding, on March 31 through April 3, 1992. After a full trial 
on the merits, the jury returned its unanimous verdict that Mr. 
Woo was not negligent in the accident of July 15, 1988. Based on 
the jury verdict, the court entered judgment in favor of the 
estate of Mr. Woo. This appeal followed. 
Relief Sought on Appeal 
The estate of James Woo requests this Court to affirm the 
judgment based on the jury verdict in its favor. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
At trial, the following evidence was presented to the jury 
in Mr. Woo's defense that the accident was unavoidable because he 
was stricken suddenly with unexpected loss of consciousness which 
was not reasonably foreseeable. 
1. The estate of James Woo called as an expert medical 
witness Dr. Roger Freedman, a cardiologist trained at Harvard 
Medical School, who teaches at the University of Utah Medical 
Center and treats patients in his specialty. (R. 498-501) 
2. Dr. Freedman reviewed the medical records of Mr. Woo in 
preparation for his testimony. (R. 505) 
3. Dr. Freedman testified that the history obtained from 
the patient and the medical records are the data reasonably 
relied upon by experts in his field in forming opinions and 
inferences. (R. 506) 
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4. Dr. Freedman testified that Mr. Woo had a history of 
lung disease and heart problems. (R. 506-507) 
5. Mr. Woo's medical condition had been monitored by 
physicians at the Veteran's Hospital in Salt Lake City prior to 
the accident. (R. 510) 
6. Without objection from plaintiff's counsel, Dr. 
Freedman explained that Mr. Woo was treated on July 6, 1988, at 
the VA Hospital, for shortness of breath and medication was 
prescribed. (R. 512-513) 
7. The records for that visit show no indication that Mr. 
Woo was subject to fainting spells and no indication that he was 
instructed not to drive an automobile. (R. 514) 
8. Dr. Freedman testified that Mr. Woo returned to the VA 
Hospital as directed, one week later on July 13, 1988, feeling 
worse. The attending physician determined that Mr. Woo never got 
his medication because the pharmacy had run out of it. The 
attending physician gave him the medication at that time. (R. 
516) Mr. Woo was not hospitalized and there was no indication 
that he was subject to fainting spells. He was told to return in 
two days, on July 15. (R. 517) 
9. Mr. Woo returned to the VA Hospital as requested on the 
morning of July 15, a few hours before the accident. The 
attending physician found that he was improved, with more energy 
and less shortness of breath. (R. 518-520) 
10. The attending physician outlined some possible future 
medical tests and instructed Mr. Woo to return in one week. He 
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was not hospitalized at that time, not diagnosed as subject to 
fainting episodes, not warned about possible fainting, and not 
instructed against driving an automobile. (R. 521-522) 
11. An electrocardiogram at that time was essentially 
unchanged from previous electrocardiograms. (R. 525) 
12. Mr. Woo's physical health had improved from July 13 to 
July 15, the day of the accident. (R. 526) 
13. Up to the time of the accident, there was no indication 
Mr. Woo had a history of fainting or loss of consciousness, or 
that any doctor warned him of such possibility, or that any 
doctor told him not to drive an automobile. (R. 527) 
14. Dr. Freedman's own opinion is that there were no 
medical grounds on which a physician should have warned Mr. Woo 
not to drive an automobile. (R. 528) 
15. Emergency medical technicians reported to the scene 
within 7 minutes after the accident. They documented Mr. Woofs 
heart rate, his blood pressure, his respiratory rate, examined 
his skin, examined his neurologic function, performed an 
electrocardiogram, and evaluated Mr. Woo on two neurologic 
scales. They recorded their pre-hospital impression of possible 
syncope, meaning sudden loss of consciousness. (R. 529-530, 
Trial Exhibit D-ll) 
16. Dr. Freedman's opinion is that there was no indication 
prior to the accident that Mr. Woo might have a fainting episode. 
(R. 536-537) 
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17. Emergency medical technicians took Mr. Woo to the 
Veteran's Hospital immediately after the accident, where he 
reported to the treating physician that, while driving, he 
suddenly lost consciousness without warning. The treating 
physician reached a diagnosis at that time of syncope and 
congestive heart failure. (R. 538-542) 
18. Mr. Woo was hospitalized at the Veteran's Hospital 
after the accident from July 15 until July 23. On discharge, the 
attending physician noted the incident of syncope and discussed 
possible medical causes. (R. 545) 
19. Dr. Freedman reached the medical opinion that a 
fainting episode could have been caused by lung problems or by a 
heart condition. (R. 546-547) 
20. Dr. Freedman reviewed all of Mr. Woo's medical records, 
from the earliest available records until the time Mr. Woo died. 
(R. 546) 
21. Dr. Freedman testified without objection from Hansen's 
counsel except as to his opinion of what could have caused Mr. 
Woo's fainting episode. The objection was that the question 
"lacked the appropriate evidentiary standard." The objection was 
overruled. (R. 546) 
22. On cross-examination of Dr. Freedman, Hansen's own 
counsel then asked him: "Doctor, do you believe that Mr. Woo 
suffered a black-out immediately before the collision?" Dr. 
Freedman answered: "I think it's extremely likely." (R. 572) 
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23. Certain medical records were offered as exhibits by the 
estate of Mr. Woo as Trial Exhibits D-7 through D-13. These 
records describe Mr. Woofs medical treatment immediately before 
the accident and after the accident. The medical records contain 
references to Mr. Woofs statement to the treating physicians that 
he lost consciousness suddenly and without warning while driving. 
The records also contain several references to the medical 
diagnosis by treating physicians of syncope, or sudden fainting 
episode. (Trial Exhibits D-7 to D-13) 
24. Counsel for Mr. Woo questioned Dr. Freedman concerning 
the background and significance of each of these medical exhibits 
separately, and after laying foundation, moved for the admission 
into evidence of each separate exhibit. On each occasion, the 
court inquired of Hansen's counsel if there was any objection. 
On each occasion, Hansen's counsel responded on the record in 
open court that there was no objection to the admission of the 
exhibit into evidence. This procedure was followed seven times, 
separately for each medical Exhibit D-7 through D-13. (R. 511, 
515, 518, 524, 529, 538, and 643) 
25. Hansen never called as witnesses the emergency medical 
technicians or the physicians who treated Mr. Woo at the 
Veteran's Hospital. Hansen also did not call any medical witness 
to contradict Dr. Freedman's testimony and opinions. 
26. Prior to Dr. Freedman's testimony, Hansen's counsel 
initiated a discussion on the record in the court's chambers. 
Hansen's attorney identified the subject of the discussion as 
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being the testimony of Dr. Freedman and whether the medical 
records were admissible to show Mr. Woo's statement at the 
hospital that he had experienced a sudden loss of consciousness 
at the time of the accident. (R. 555) Hansen's attorney did not 
refer specifically to any proposed exhibits and did not deal with 
the statements in the records of medical diagnosis of sudden loss 
of consciousness made by the treating physicians and emergency 
medical technicians. Hansen's objection to Mr. Woo's statements 
in the medical records was on the ground that no physician would 
testify as to whether or not the statements were used for the 
care, treatment and diagnosis of Mr. Woo. (R. 555-556) 
27. The court responded: 
The Court is going to permit the medical 
records. The Court agrees with Mr. 
Bullock's view of Rule 803. There's a 
built-in safeguard. A patient has an 
interest in having their medical needs 
treated. And trying to mislead or make 
incorrect statements to a physician, I 
think, is not the motive that you'd expect 
the patient to give to the doctor. So, I 
think there's a reasonable safeguard as to 
that statement. (R. 559) 
28. Subsequently, Dr. Freedman's testimony established that 
physicians use the statements of history and symptoms by the 
patient as a basis for their medical judgment. (R. 505-506) 
29. The case was fully presented to the jury through 
evidence and exhibits by both sides, and the jury deliberated and 
returned its verdict that Mr. Woo was not negligent in the 
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accident of July 15, 1988. (R. 417-418) Based on the verdict, 
the court entered judgment in favor of defendant.1 (R. 46 3-464) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
POINT I . The trial court acted within its range of 
discretion when it admitted the medical records of Mr. Woofs 
diagnosis and treatment for sudden blackout immediately before 
the collision. The records were admissible as hearsay exceptions 
under Rule 803, Utah Rules of Evidence. They contained 
statements for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment, and 
they also were records of regularly conducted activity, as 
allowed under Rule 803. The trial court has substantial 
discretion in ruling on the admissibility of evidence. 
POINT II. Hansen's attorney waived the right to complain on 
appeal that Mr. Woo's medical records should not have been 
admitted, because on seven separate occasions, as each of the 
seven medical exhibits, D-7 through D-13, was offered into 
evidence by Mr. Woo's attorney, the court inquired on the record 
if Hansen had any objection to the exhibit being admitted into 
evidence. On each of those seven occasions, Hansen's attorney 
stated on the record that Hansen had no objection to the exhibit 
being received into evidence. The burden is always on the party 
objecting to make certain that the record adequately preserves an 
'The court properly instructed the jury that a person who is suddenly stricken by an illness which he 
has no reason to anticipate, tfiile driving an automobile, which renders it impossible for him to control the 
car, is not chargeable with negligence. (R. 446) See Porter v. Price, 355 P.2d 66 (Utah 1960). Hansen does 
not appeal from the jury instructions. 
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objection or argument for review in the event of an appeal. 
Where there is no objection on the basis of hearsay, that theory 
cannot later be raised on appeal. 
POINT III. Any possible error in admitting the medical 
records was harmless error because Dr. Freedman gave testimony of 
his own expert opinion which supports the jury verdict 
independent of the statements in the medical records. Dr. 
Freedmanfs strongest opinion was adduced by Hansen's attorney 
himself on cross-examination, when he elicited Dr. Freedmanfs 
opinion that it was extremely likely that Mr. Woo suffered a 
blackout immediately before the collision. Even without the 
medical exhibits, the jury had substantial competent evidence in 
the testimony of Dr. Freedman to support its verdict. Hansen 
called no witnesses and presented no evidence to contradict Dr. 
Freedman1s opinions. Where a jury verdict is supported by 
substantial competent evidence apart from the alleged erroneously 
admitted evidence, any asserted error is harmless and does not 
affect a substantial right of the complaining party, and will not 
be grounds for reversal on appeal. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I. 
THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION 
IN ADMITTING THE MEDICAL RECORDS OF MR. 
WOO'S DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT FOR SUDDEN 
BLACKOUT IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE COLLISION. 
The trial court properly admitted Exhibit D-12, in which the 
attending physician at the Veteran's Hospital recorded Mr. Woofs 
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statement that he was driving and suddenly lost consciousness 
without warning. Rule 803(4), Utah Rules of Evidence, provides 
that such statements are not excluded by the hearsay rule: 
(4) Statements for purposes of medical 
diagnosis or treatment. Statements made for 
purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment 
and describing medical history, or past or 
present symptoms, pain, or sensations, or 
the inception or general character of the 
cause or external source thereof insofar as 
reason-ably pertinent to diagnosis or 
treatment. 
Mr. Woo's statement to the physician treating him, recorded 
by the physician in her own handwriting, was made for the purpose 
of medical diagnosis and treatment, and described Mr. Woo's past 
symptoms, as provided under Rule 803(4). 
Exhibits D-7 through D-13 are records of regularly conducted 
activity under Rule 803(6). That paragraph provides for the 
admissibility of records of opinions or diagnoses, if the records 
were kept in the course of regularly conducted business activity 
and if it was the regular practice to make the records. Dr. 
Preedman testified on the necessary foundation under this 
requirement for each of the medical exhibits offered by Mr. Woo, 
D-7 through D-13. Further, the medical exhibits themselves are 
on official forms and letterheads. Further, counsel for both 
sides stipulated that medical records of both parties could be 
used at trial without objection as to their authenticity, 
although all other objections were reserved. (R. 558) Numerous 
medical records of Mrs. Hansen were used at trial under the same 
agreement. Finally, Hansen did not make timely objection to the 
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admission of Exhibits D-7 through D-13 at the time they were 
offered into evidence, (R. 511, 515, 518, 524, 529, 538, and 
643) Hansen's counsel had raised concerns about foundation 
earlier in chambers (R. 555-556), but that was before Dr. 
Freedman testified to provide the necessary foundation. Dr. 
Freedman was a "qualified witness" to testify on foundation 
matters as required under Rule 803(6). 
Mr. Woo's medical records after the accident contain 
probative opinions and diagnoses of his medical condition at the 
time of the accident, as provided under Rule 803(6). Exhibit D-
11 contains the impression of the emergency medical technicians 
that Mr. Woo suffered a possible syncope. Exhibit D-12 contains 
Dr. Scovill's own handwritten diagnosis of syncope; Exhibit D-13 
notes Dr. Lassetter's diagnosis of syncope due to bronchospasm 
(narrowing of airways to the lungs) and hypoxemia (insufficient 
oxygen in the blood) secondary to cardiac asthma. These exhibits 
are relevant, probative evidence that Mr. Woo suffered a sudden 
and unexpected fainting episode leading to the accident. 
Although Hansen's attorney complained to the court in 
chambers that Mr. Woo's treating physicians were not called as 
witnesses at trial (R. 556), there is no such requirement in Rule 
803. Further, Rule 803 extends to written records, which were 
offered in this case, and there is no requirement for testimony 
from live witnesses which would merely duplicate the information 
in the written records. Finally, Hansen was at liberty to call 
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as witnesses the EMT technicians or the physicians who treated 
Mr. Woo, and chose not to do so. 
The trial court considered Hansen's arguments in chambers 
and after deliberating, made a decision to permit the medical 
records. The court observed that there is a built-in safeguard 
where the patient has an interest in having his medical needs 
treated. The court observed that this was the reason for the 
hearsay exception in Rule 803(4). The patient is not likely to 
give misleading or incorrect statements to his doctor for the 
purpose of medical diagnosis or treatment. (R. 559) 
"In reviewing questions of admissibility of evidence at 
trial, deference is given to the trial court's advantageous 
position; thus, that court's ruling regarding admissibility will 
not be overturned 'unless it clearly appears that the lower court 
was in error'" Whitehead v. American Motors Sales Corp., 801 P.2d 
920, 923 (Utah 1990) (quoting State v. Gray, 717 P.2d 1313, 1316 
(Utah 1986)); see also Bullock v. Ungricht, 583 P.2d 190, 192 
(Utah 1975); Heslop v. Bank of Utah, No. 900532 p. 14 filed 
September 4, 1992. 
"When reviewing trial court decisions, we presume them to be 
correct and search for grounds upon which they may be upheld." 
Allen v. Prudential Property & Casualty Ins. Co., 190 U.A.R. 8, 
9 (Utah 1992), citing College Irr. Co. v. Logan River & 
Blacksmith Fork Irr. Co., 789 P.2d 1241, 1244 (Utah 1989). 
The scope of the Rule 803(4) exception to the hearsay rule 
was discussed at length by the court in State v. Schreuder, 726 
15 
P.2d 1215 (Utah 1986). The court first noted that the rule "was 
adopted verbatim from the Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 
803(4)." Id. at 1223. The court held the Rule 803(4) exception 
to be very broad: 
As with admission of evidence of any kind, 
great discretion is accorded the trial judge 
in the determination of admissibility. The 
trial court must, as with any evidence, 
assess the inherent reliability of the 
testimony, the relevance of the testimony, 
and undertake a balancing test, particularly 
of prejudice versus probativeness under Rule 
403. Furthermore, the trial court has 
discretion to admit any testimony for 
limited purposes only. Only where the trial 
court abuses that discretion will this Court 
step in. No such abuse is present here. 
Id. at 1225. Thus, a psychiatrist hired as a possible defense 
witness was allowed to testify as to the content of statements 
made to him by the defendant's accomplice, based on records the 
psychiatrist kept of his sessions with the accomplice. The court 
noted, ff[a]ny flaws or failures in . . . the bases of the opinion 
can then be pointed out by incisive cross-examination." id. at 
1224. 
In State v. Bertul, 664 F.2d 1181 (Utah 1983), the court 
discussed at length Rule 63(13), the forerunner to Rule 803(6). 
The court said, "[o]n its face, Rule 63(13) appears to provide 
for the admission of all hearsay entries contained in a business 
record as long as the source of the information and the method 
and circumstances of the preparation of the record are such as to 
indicate its trustworthiness." ^d. at 1184. As to foundation, 
the court specified: 
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For evidence to be admissible as a 
business record, a proper foundation must be 
laid to establish the necessary indicia of 
reliability. That foundation should 
generally include the following: (1) the 
record must be made in the regular course of 
the business or entity which keeps the 
records; (2) the record must have been made 
at the time of, or in close proximity to, 
the occurrence of the act, condition or 
event recorded; (3) the evidence must 
support a conclusion that after recordation 
the document was kept under circumstances 
that would preserve its integrity; and (4) 
the sources of the information from which 
the entry was made and the circumstances of 
the preparation of the document were such as 
to indicate its trustworthiness. Generally, 
the requisite foundation can be made by the 
custodian of the records. [Emphasis added.] 
Id. 
Mr. Woo's medical records certainly meet the requirements of 
the Bertul case, especially when supported by the foundation 
testimony from Dr. Freedman. Rule 803(6) does not require that 
the foundation testimony come from the records custodian. The 
foundation may be shown by the testimony of another "qualified 
witness," which in this case was provided by Dr. Freedman. 
Determination of the proper foundation is in the discretion 
of the trial court: 
It is the prerogative of the trial court to 
determine when [proper] foundation is laid 
and sufficient showing of the credibility of 
the evidence is established. The ruling of 
the trial court in this regard will not be 
overturned unless there is a showing of an 
abuse of discretion. The record in this 
case does not reveal such an abuse. 
[Citation omitted; emphasis added.] 
Interest of Marquez, 560 P.2d 342, 342-43 (Utah 1977). 
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POINT II. 
HANSEN WAIVED THE RIGHT TO COMPLAIN ON 
APPEAL THAT THE MEDICAL EXHIBITS WERE 
IMPROPERLY ADMITTED BECAUSE HANSEN FAILED TO 
MAKE TIMELY OBJECTION AND, IN FACT, STATED 
ON THE RECORD THAT HE HAD NO OBJECTION. 
Rule 103(a)(1), Utah Rules of Evidence, provides: 
Rulings on evidence. 
(a) Effect of erroneous ruling. Error 
may not be predicated upon a ruling which 
admits or excludes evidence unless a 
substantial right of the party is affected, 
and 
(1) Objection. In case the ruling 
is one admitting evidence, a timely 
objection or motion to strike appears of 
record, stating the specific ground of 
objection, if the specific ground was not 
apparent from the context; . . . 
Case law is well established that a clear and definite 
objection to the evidence is required at trial before appellate 
review can be requested. State v. Schreuder, 726 P.2d 1215 (Utah 
1986); State v. Malmrose, 649 P.2d 56 (Utah 1982); Stagmeyer v. 
Leatham Bros., 439 P.2d 279 (Utah 1968). 
In this case, Hansen did not object to the admission of the 
exhibits she now complains about on appeal. Beyond not 
objecting, her attorney expressly stated on the record in open 
court that Hansen had no objection to the admission of the 
exhibits. 
Exhibit D-12 contains Mr. Woo's statement to Dr. Scovill 
that he was driving and suddenly lost consciousness without 
warning. The following proceedings were had: 
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Ms. Willey [counsel for Mr. Woo]: Your 
Honor, we move this exhibit be admitted into 
evidence and be published. 
The Court: Any objection? 
Mr. Fay [counsel for Mrs. Hansen]: No 
objection, your Honor. 
The Court: It may be received. 
(Defendant's Exhibit No. 12 admitted.) 
(Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
(R. 5 38) A virtually identical procedure was followed for each 
of the other medical exhibits which Hansen now alleges to have 
been admitted into evidence in error. (R. 511, 515, 518, 524, 
529, and 643) 
In chamber, before the exhibits were offered in evidence, 
Hansen's attorney discussed in general the admissibility of Mr. 
Woo's statement to Dr. Scovill that he had experienced a sudden 
loss of consciousness. This statement is recorded in Exhibit D-
12. Hansen's attorney expressed concern about lack of foundation 
because the treating physician was not going to testify that the 
statement was used in the care, treatment and diagnosis of Mr. 
Woo. (R. 555-556) Subsequently, Dr. Freedman testified that he 
reviewed Mr. Woo's medical records and that physicians base their 
medical judgments on the history obtained from the patient, as 
well as other sources such as the physical examination, the 
results of tests, and past records. (R. 505-506) Consequently, 
Dr. Freedman's testimony provided the foundation which was the 
ground for the previous objection in chambers by Hansen's 
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attorney. The only reasonable conclusion from the record is that 
this foundation satisfied the concern raised by Hansen!s attorney 
earlier. Subsequently, when Exhibit D-12 was offered in evidence 
with no objection from Hansen's attorney, the conclusion on 
appellate review is that Dr. Freedman's foundation testimony 
cured any objection Hansen's attorney may have entertained prior 
to Dr. Freedman's testimony. 
Hansen also objected that the requirements of Rule 803(6) 
were not met, apparently with respect to Mr. Woo's statement in 
Exhibit D-12. However, that objection was based on the argument 
that the statement was not admissible as an excited utterance or 
statement of existing physical condition, covered separately in 
other paragraphs of Rule 803 (Rule 803(2) and (3)), which are not 
requirements for admissibility under Rule 803(6). (R. 556) 
In the proceedings reported in chambers, Hansen made no 
objection to any of the medical opinions or diagnoses in the 
other medical exhibits. There would be no ground for Hansen to 
argue that any proceeding in chambers preserved her right to 
appeal the admission of Exhibits D-7, D-8, D-9, D-10, D-ll, and 
D-13 with respect to medical opinion and diagnosis of sudden 
fainting episode at the time of the accident. 
Usually, a specific objection is required at the time 
evidence is offered at trial, even where an objection has been 
raised in general terms before trial. 
Prior to trial, a judge is often in a 
disadvantaged position to decide on the 
admissibility of evidence. The trial judge 
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is likely to have a more complete view of 
the grounds for excluding or admitting 
certain evidence. When . . . counsel fails 
to call the trial judge's attention to any 
problems regarding the admissibility of 
evidence at the time it is offered, he or 
she deprives the trial court of an 
opportunity to avoid error . . . . 
State v. Lesley, 672 P.2d 79, 82 (Utah 1983). 
In Barson v. E.R. Squibb & Sons, 682 P.2d 832 (Utah 1984), 
the defendant objected to certain evidence through a motion in 
limine. The court declined to rule on the motion until the issue 
was raised at trial. While the defendant did object on certain 
grounds when the evidence came up at trial, defendant did not 
object on the grounds that the evidence was inadmissible hearsay. 
The court said: 
The burden is always on the party objecting 
to make certain that the record adequately 
preserves an objection or argument for 
review in the event of an appeal. . . . 
Where there was no clear and definite 
objection on the basis of hearsay, that 
theory cannot now be raised on appeal. 
Id. at 837. 
General objections without specification of the matters to 
be excluded are insufficient to meet the requirements to make 
clear and specific objection on the record. Redevelopment Agency 
v. Barrutia, 526 P.2d 47 (Utah 1974). 
By not objecting to the admission into evidence of the 
exhibits she now complains about, Hansen waived the right to 
allege error on appeal. The proceedings in chambers were not 
specific enough to preserve Hansen's objections, and dealt only 
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with Mr. Woo's statements to the doctors, and not with the 
recorded medical diagnoses of sudden fainting. Finally, Dr. 
Freedmanfs foundation testimony cured the foundation objection 
raised by Hansen's attorney earlier in chambers. If Hansen still 
had objections at the time the exhibits were offered, those 
objections should have been stated on the record, which was not 
done. 
POINT III. 
DR. FREEDMANfS MEDICAL OPINION THROUGH HIS 
TESTIMONY PROVIDES SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE TO 
SUPPORT THE JURY VERDICT. ANY POSSIBLE 
ERROR IN ADMITTING THE MEDICAL EXHIBITS WAS 
HARMLESS. 
Hansen complains on appeal that the admission of the medical 
exhibits prevented her from cross-examining the physicians and 
medical personnel who prepared the exhibits. She ignores the 
fact that she herself failed to take the opportunity to call 
those persons as witnesses at trial to examine them on this 
subject matter. Apart from that, Dr. Freedman also testified on 
his opinions and he was available to Hansen for full cross-
examination on all matters. 
Hansen used the opportunity for cross-examination of Dr. 
Freedman to elicit the opinion which proved Mr. Woo's defense, 
namely that it was extremely likely that Mr. Woo suffered a 
blackout immediately before the collision. (R. 572) 
Rule 61, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, provides that no 
error in the admission of evidence is ground for disturbing a 
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judgment unless the alleged error affects a substantial right of 
the complaining party. 
Rule 103(a), Utah Rules of Evidence, provides that error may 
not be predicated upon a ruling which admits evidence unless a 
substantial right of the party is affected. 
These rules have been applied by this court uniformly to 
mean that a judgment will not be upset on appeal unless the 
appealing party proves substantial and prejudicial error, and 
shows that there is a reasonable likelihood that the result would 
have been different without it. Batt v. State, 503 P.2d 855 
(Utah 1972); Hall v. Blackman, 417 P.2d 664 (Utah 1966); Bowden 
v. Denver and R.G.W.R.R., 268 P.2d 240 (Utah 1955). 
At this stage of proceedings, all presumptions are in favor 
of the validity of the verdict and judgment. Joseph v. W.H. 
Groves Latter-day Saints Hosp., 348 P.2d 935 (Utah 1960). Every 
reasonable presumption in favor of the validity of a general 
verdict must be taken as true on appeal when the court considers 
whether an appellant has demonstrated that alleged error has 
deprived her of substantial rights. Leigh Furniture and Carpet 
Co. v. Isom, 657 P.2d 293 (Utah 1982). 
Harmless error was addressed in Crookston v. Fire Ins. 
Exchange, 817 P.2d 789 (Utah 1991): 
"Harmless error" is defined in Verde as an 
error that is sufficiently inconsequential 
that we conclude there is no reasonable 
likelihood that the error affected the 
outcome of the proceedings. . . . [A]n 
error is harmful only if the likelihood of a 
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different outcome is sufficiently high as to 
undermine our confidence in the verdict. 
Id. at 796 (citations omitted). The Crookston court found no 
likelihood of a different outcome. 
In State v. Verde, 770 P.2d 116, 118-119 (Utah 1989), the 
court disallowed appellant's claim that she was denied effective 
counsel at trial because her attorney neglected to object to 
inadmissible hearsay evidence. The court ruled: 
[appellant] has not shown that absent the 
error, there is a reasonable probability of 
a more favorable result. . . . Our review 
of the record indicates that the testimony 
complained of was merely cumulative of other 
evidence that [appellant] has not 
challenged. Accordingly, her claim . . . is 
rejected. [Footnote omitted.] 
Id. at 119. 
In determining whether a trial court's error was harmful, 
the court must look beyond the mere fact of error and consider in 
totality all the evidence and proceedings below. Anderson v. 
Toone, 671 P.2d 170, 175 (Utah 1983). 
Under Rule 703, Utah Rules of Evidence, Dr. Freedman's 
testimony did not depend on the separate admission into evidence 
of any of the medical records. 
Rule 703 provides that the facts upon which 
expert testimony is based need not be 
admissible if of a kind ordinarily relied 
upon by experts in their particular field. 
Rule 703 assumes that the particular facts 
relied on will be trustworthy because the 
integrity and specialized skill of the 
expert will keep him or her from basing his 
or her opinion upon questionable matter. 
The right to cross-examine the expert 
reinforces the probability of reliability. 
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Thus, the test for admissibility of 
statements made for the purpose of medical 
diagnosis under Rule 803(4) is the same as 
that for Rule 703: Is this particular fact 
one that an expert in this particular field 
would be justified in relying upon in 
rendering his opinion? 
State v. Schreuder, 726 P.2d at 1223-24. 
Dr. Freedman's testimony concerning Mr. Woo's syncope was 
admissible under Rule 703, whether or not the medical records 
were admissible under Rules 803(4) and 803(6). The challenged 
records are merely cumulative of Dr. Freedman's testimony that it 
was "extremely likely" that Mr. Woo blacked out just before the 
accident. Thus, a substantial right of Hansen was not affected. 
CONCLUSION 
After a full trial on the merits and a jury verdict, this 
Court reviewing the proceedings should assume that all arguments 
about the weight and value of the evidence were made to the jury 
at trial. Hansen's brief asks this Court to weigh the evidence 
and re-try the case on appellate review. The jury had full 
opportunity to consider the circumstances in determining what 
value to assess to the entries in the medical documents and to 
the medical opinion of Dr. Freedman. 
This Court should affirm judgment based on the jury verdict. 
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DATED this S day of C^C*TA , 1992. 
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^ Roger H7 Bullock 
Attorneys for John Heath, 
Personal Representative of 
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ADDENDUM 
Direct examination of Dr. Roger Freedman (R. 496-552) 
Cross-examination of Dr. Roger Freedman (R. 570-572) 
Defendant's Exhibit D-7 (Medical Record of July 6, 1988) 
Defendant's Exhibit D-8 (Medical Record of July 13, 1988) 
Defendant's Exhibit D-9 (Medical Record of July 15, 1988, 
before the accident) 
Defendant's Exhibit D-10 (Electrocardiogram Report of July 
15, 1988, before the accident) 
Defendant's Exhibit D-ll (Incident Report of Emergency 
Medical Technicians at the accident) 
Defendant's Exhibit D-12 (Emergency Medical Records after 
the accident) 
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S 
2 MS. WILLEY: The Defense calls Dr. Roger 
3 Freedman. 
4 ROGER FREEDMAN. M.D.. called 
5 as a witness on behalf of the Defendant, after having 
6 been duly sworn, testified as follows: 
7 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
8 BY MS. WILLEY: 
9 Q. Good morning, Dr. Freedman* Would you 
10 please state your name for the record. 
11 A. Roger Freedman. 
12 Q. Could you please spell your last name? 
13 A. F-r-e-e-d-m~a-n. 
14 Q. Dr. Freedman, what is your profession? 
15 A. I'm a cardiologist. 
16 Q. What is a cardiologist? 
17 A. A cardiologist is a doctor who 
18 specializes in the treatment of heart disease. 
19 Q. So you would be considered an M.D., a 
20 Medical Doctor? 
21 A. That's right. 
22 Q. Where did you receive your undergraduate 
23 education and training? 
24 A. Harvard College. 
25 Q. What year did you graduate? 000498 
1 A. 1973. 
2 Q. Where did you then go to medical school? 
3 A. Harvard Medical School. 
41 Q. When did you graduate? 
5 A. 1978. 
6 Q. Did you then perform an internship and 
7 residency? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Where was that performed? 
101 A. Massachusetts General Hospital in 
11 Boston. 
12 Q. What years were those residencies 
13 completed? 
14 A. That would have been through -- between 
15 f78 and f81. 
16 Q. Was there a certain area that you 
17 specialized in your residency? 
181 A. Internal medicine. 
191 Q. Did you then perform a fellowship? 
20 A. Yes, I did. 
21 Q. What is a fellowship, Dr. Freedman? 
221 A. A fellowship is another period of 
23 training after one finishes one's residency. In my 
24 case, the training was in cardiology. nAOylQQ 
25 Q. And what year did you complete your 
1 fellowship? 
2 A. f84. 
3 Q. So, if we count your basic medical 
41 school up to your completion of your fellowship, how 
5 many years of just medical education and training did 
6 you have? 
7 A. That would be ten, I guess. 
8 Q. Ten years, 
9 Are you currently employed? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And where are you employed at? 
12 A. At the University of Utah Medical 
13 Center. 
14 Q. How long have you been employed at the 
15 University? 
16 A. I have been there for just about eight 
17 years now. 
18 Q. And what is your position at the 
19 University? 
20 A. I'm Associate Professor. 
21 Q. In Cardiology? 
22 A. In Cardiology. 
23 Q. Do you see patients on a regular basis? 
24 A. I do. 000500 


























A. I have essentially a hospital-based 
practice with patients I see in my office, as well as 
patients I see in the hospital. 
Q. Patients that you see in your office, 
then, would those be patients that are at home and 
come in for a checkup? 
A. That's right. 






What kinds of patients are these? 
Typically they would be patients with 
heart problems, either heart attacks; or most 
commonly, in my case, arrhythmia problems, or problems 
with abnormal heart beats. 
Q. So, arrhythmia is when the heart doesn't 
beat normally? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Are you also involved in research in 
your position? 
A. Yes , I am. 
Q. Can you tell us a little bit about that 
research? 
A. My research is also in the area of 
arrhythmias, abnormal heartbeat; and I've done studies 
1 on the appropriate ways of testing patients for 
2 arrhythmias and the appropriate ways of treating 
3 patients with arrhythmias. 
41 Q. And, again, treating patients with those 
5 abnormal heart beats? 
6 A. That's right. 
7 Q. Now, you said your specialty is 
8 cardiology. Do you have a subspecialty in an area 
9 that you spend a lot more time in? 
10 A. I would say that the arrhythmia area, 
11 the abnormal heartbeat area, is ray specialty; and I 
12 also specialize in cardiac pacemakers. 
13 Q. And what are cardiac pacemakers? 
14 A. Pacemakers are small devices that are 
15 implanted to prevent the heart from going too slow. 
16 Q. Now, Doctor, are you licensed to 
17 currently practice medicine? 
18 A. I'm licensed in Utah, Nevada and 
19 California. 
20 Q. Are you Board Certified? 
21 A. I am. 
22 Q. What does Board Certified mean? 
23 A. Board Certified means, first of all, 
24 that you've undergone a certain training period, such 


























you have taken and passed a fairly comprehensive exam 
on that particular subject. 
Q. So, not all physicians are Board 
Certified, are they? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. You have to pass additional 
examinations? 
Right. 




A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Where do you have those privileges? 
A. At University Hospital at the Medical 
Center as well as with the Veterans' Hospital. 
Q. Does that mean that you can admit 
patients to the hospital? 
A. That•s right. 
Q. Do you belong to any professional 
organizations? 
A. I do. I belong to several, including 
the American College of Physicians, the American 
College of Cardiology and the American Heart 
Assoc iation. 
Q. Doctor, have you received any awards in 
conjunction with your medical training or medical 
exper ience? 
A* Probably the most significant rewards or 
awards that I have received have been research grants 
that I've received from the National Institute of 
Health* 
Q. What are research grants? 
A. Research grants are funding for research 
studies, which I do along with my clinical practice. 
Q. What are some of those grants (sic) that 
you've been researching? 
A. Well# they are, again, in the area of 
arrhythmias or abnormal heart beats. 
Q. Have you published any articles in 
medical journals or books? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you tell us about those. 
A. Published several dozen articles, and 
almost all of them have been in the same area, of 
arrhythmias or abnormal heart beats. 





Yes, I have. 
And what are those topics on? 




























So, again, the abnormal heart beats 
Do you do presentations at medical 
I do. 
Q. Who do you give these presentations to? 
A. Usually to other physicians, sometimes 
to nurses and other health professionals. 
Q. Can you tell us some of the 
presentations that you've given? 
A. Again, typically, they would be in the 
area of arrhythmias or abnormal heart beats. 
Q. Doctor, have you testified in court 
before as an expert witness in matters pertaining to 
cardiology or the heart? 
A. I have once before. 
Q. And you testified as an expert witness 
at that time? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Dr. Freedman, have you reviewed the 
medical records of Mr. James Woo in preparation for 
your testimony here today? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did my office ask you to review 
those records in relationship to an action brought by 
Miss Gail Hansen against the estate of Mr. Woo? 
1 n 
A. Yes. 
2 Q. Have you been asked to render opinions 
3 regarding both Mr* Woo and Mrs. Hansen? 
41 A. Yes, I have. 
5 Q. Doctor, in forming opinions, and looking 
6 at this globally, what kind of information do experts 
7 in your field reasonably rely upon? 
8 A. Well, as a physician, we base our 
9 medical judgments on the history often obtained from 
10 the patient, as well as the physical examination, the 
11 results of tests, past records; and that information 
12 is combined with, of course, our training and our past 
13 experience and the medical literature in order to 
14 arrive at a judgment in this situation. 
15 Q. Would these be the same types of things 
16 that you relied on personally in reaching your 
17 opinion? 
18 A. That's right. 
19 Q. Doctor, from your review of Mr. Woo's 
20 records, can you tell us what type of health problems 
21 he was suffering from prior to the accident he had 
22 with Mrs. Hansen? 
23 A, His major health problems up until the 
24 time of the accident were, first, he had pulmonary, or 
25 lung disease, which appeared to be recurrent 
1 pneumonias; and secondly, he had a history of heart 
2 problems. The heart problems were never completely 
3 clarified as to exactly what was was going on, but it 
4 did appear that he had had a heart attack in the 
5 past. So, almost certainly, he had coronary artery 
6 disease. 
7 Q. Are there ways that you can tell he had 
8 this heart attack and coronary heart disease? 
9 A. Yes, the principal evidence for that was 
10 his electrocardiogram that showed evidence of an old 
11 heart attack . 
12 Q. Can you tell us what an 
13 electrocardiogram is? 
14 A. A electrocardiogram is an electrical 
15 recording of the heartbeat that's taken very commonly 
16 in patients by placing electrodes on the arms and legs 
17 and on the chest. 
18 Q. And what kind of readout is seen there? 
19 A* Well, it's a tracing that comes out on a 
20 piece of paper with lots of squiggles, and we are 
2If trained to interpret them. 
22 Q. So you can tell from reading those 
23 squiggles what the condition of someone's heart is, or 
24 has been? 
2 5 A. That's right. 
1 O 
1 Q. Is there anything else you saw in that 
2 electrocardiogram tracing squiggles besides the 
3 coronary artery disease? 
4 A, In addition to the evidence of the old 
5 heart attack, he had some premature beats; otherwise 
6 known as premature ventricular contractions, or PVC fs; 
7 and Ifd be happy to use the drawing --
8 Q. Please, if that might help the jury, you 
9 may approach the board. 
10 A. The normal EKG, or electrocardiogram, 
11 would look something like this (Indicating), 
12 Q. Let me move this. You might stand on 
13 this side. 
14 MR. FAY: Your Honor, can I look at it? 
15 THE COURT: Sure. 
16 THE WITNESS: (Marking). 
17 MS. WILLEY: And this is, again, showing 
18 -- the spiking is what the heart's doing? 
19 A. That's right. So this would be a single 
20 heartbeat, here, (Indicating); and there's various 
21 wave forms, and each one has a different name which I 
22 won't go into right now. 
23 And then, there'd be a period of just a 
24 flat line (Indicating), and then with the next heart 
25 beat, this would be repeated (Marking); something like 
that. 
Now, I mentioned that there was evidence 
of an old heart attack on the EKG. And the evidence 
for that is that the the pattern of this wave here was 
abnormal* Instead of the initial deflection going up, 
here, it went down (Marking); so I'll just draw how it 
might typically look. 
So, this area, here, (Indicating) in 
certain parts of the EKG, certain leads, would 
indicate an old heart attack. 
Q. Dr. Freedman, is it common or do other 
people in society that are going around have evidence 
of this on their tracings that they've had an old 
heart attack? 
A. Well, it is a fairly specific finding. 
In other words, what he had on his EKG, I think was 
fairly diagnostic; probably a 90-percent certainty 
that he had had an old heart attack. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Now, in addition to changes in the wave 
form like this, you can get actually a change in the 
rhythm. For instance, you might have (Marking) a 
couple of normal beats, and then before the next 
normal beat has a chance to occur, you can have a very 


























o c c u r s e a r l y . A n d t h e s e a r e c o m m o n l y c a l l e d P V C ' s . 
Q . And w h a t d o e s that s t a n d f o r , a g a i n ? 
A . P r e m a t u r e v e n t r i c u l a r c o n t r a c t i o n . And 
he had these noted on his EKG's plotting. 
Q. How serious are PVC*s on the EKG? 
A. It varies from patient to patient. But, 
in general, they are very common. And they do not --
are not usually a cause for alarm. 
Q. In Mr. Woo's case, was anyone getting 
very alarmed by the PVC's? 
A. No. 
Q. Thank you. 
(Witness resume stands.) 
MS. WILLEY: Had physicians of Mr. Woo 
been monitoring his condition? 
A. Yes, they had been. 
Q. And where was he being seen at? 
A. He was being seen at the Veterans' 
Hospital here in Salt Lake. 
Q. Had he been seen prior to the accident, 
July 15, 1988? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Let me hand you what has been marked as 
Defendant's Exhibit No. 7. 
25 Do you recognize this document? 
A. I do• 
Q. What is that document? 
A. This is from July the 6th of 1988, and 
it is a visit that Mr. Woo made to the Admitting 
Office of the Veterans1 Hospital, which is --
functions very similar to an emergency room. And it 
contains the Evaluation of Dr. Scovill who saw him at 
that time. 
Q. And it is July 6# 1988? 
A. That's right. 
MS. WILLEY: We offer Exhibit No. 6 
(sic) into evidence and to be published. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR# FAY: No objection, your Honor. 
THE COURT: It may be received. It may 
be published . 
(Defendant's Exhibit No. 7 admitted.) 
(Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
MS. WILLEY: This is a two-page 
document, Dr. Freedman? 
A. It is. 
Q. Is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it comprised of, for those of us 
who are not used to reading medical records? 
A. Well, on the top is, of course, the date 
and the time that the patient was seen, and his age. 
And immediately beneath that is several lines of 
history. And underneath that is physical 
examination. And then thatfs followed by assessment, 
and plan. That takes you down to about halfway down 
the page. 
Q. Can you tell us, briefly, what was 
happening to Mr. Woo, what his complaints were, during 
this time period, on July 6 of 1988? 
A. He was coming in because of increasing 
shortness of breath. And the history refers to 
previous problems he had had with his lungs, these 
recurrent pneumonias that I had mentioned before. And 
he was having problems with shortness of breath, as I 
said, especially when he was lying flat. He was also 
having a cough and swelling of the ankles. 
And Dr. Scovill noted that the patient 
had been out of his medications for a week, and 
thought, perhaps, that that was playing a role in his 
deter iorat ion . 
Q. So, it was Dr. Scovill who gave the 
history and performed the examination? 
A. That's right. 


























give to Mr. Woo at that time? 
A. This is continued on the second page 
where that horizontal arrow is. She treated him with 
a medication called Lasix and a medication called 
potassium chloride. 
Q. What is Lasix? 
A. Lasix is a diuretic, which is a pill 
that removes fluid from the body. 
Q. So, if I am puffy, I can take that pill 
and the puffiness will go away? 
A. Right. 






What is that medication? 
Potassium chloride is just a combination 
of potassium and chloride, which are 
normally-occurring chemicals in the body which are 
sometimes depleted by Lasix in that they are excreted 
in the urine; and so the potassium chloride is used to 
replace the potassium chloride that's lost in the 
urine by the Lasix. 
Q. So, he takes the Lasix, he loses water; 
maybe loses potassium with that, and then takes 































Did she hospitalize him at that time? 
No. 
What did she do? 
She instructed him to come back in a 
week, back to the Admitting Office of the Veteran's 
Hospital. 
Q. Dr. Freedman, in this record of July 6, 
1988, is there any indication that Mr. Woo was subject 
to fainting spells? 
A. No. 
Q. Is there any indication in this record 
that he was instructed not to drive an automobile? 
A. No. 
Q. He was simply sent home, as you say? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Thank you. 
Dr. Freedman, I hand you what's been 
marked as Defendant's Exhibit No. 8. 
A. 
Do you recognize that document? 
I do. 
Q. What is that document? 
A. This is from July 13th, 1988, so it 
would have been exactly one week after the previous 
document. 
Q. And where is this document from? 
A. It is also from the Veteran's Hospital. 
And although it is a different form, it appears to be 
the repeat evaluation by ~r. Scovill of Mr. Woo at the 
time of this one-week, follow-up visit. 
Q. And Dr. Scovill was the same physician 
that saw him on the July 6th visit? 
A. Thatfs right. 
MS. WILLEY: Your Honor, we move that 
Exhibit No. 8 be accepted and published. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. FAY: No objection, your Honor. 
THE COURT: It may be received and 
published 
(Defendant's Exhibit No. 8 admitted.) 
(Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
MS. WILLEY: In looking at this form, 
Dr. Freedman, is there any way you can help us 
determine what time this visit of Mr. Woo's occurred 
at the VA Hospital? 
A. There are Nurses1 Notes at the top of 
the page, and there are two times mentioned there: 
One is "1025," and the other is "1045"; and that would 
be in the morning since it is usually military time 
which is used. 
1 Q. Is this this top paragraph that you are 
2 referring to there? 
3 A. That's right. 
41 Q. And then# there's writing under that? 
5 A. That's right. 
6 Q. And can you tell whose writing that is? 
7 A. That's Dr. Scovill's writing, I believe. 
8 Q. What did Mr. Woo come in for on this 
9 day? This is two days before the accident issued, 
10 right? 
11 A. That's right. This is a week after his 
12 previous visit. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. And as planned, he was returning. And, 
15 unfortunately, he's worse at this point. And 
16 Dr. Scovill believes that he never got his medication 
17 because the pharmacy had run out of that particular 
18 pill. 
19 Q. Did she perform some treatment on him at 
20 this time, at all, that you can tell? 
21 A. Yes. She gave him some Lasix and 
22 potassium. It is noted towards the end of the 
23 document there. 
24 Q. So, are these the same medications we 
25 talked about the week before, on the July 6th time? 
II A. Thatf s r i g h t . 
2 Q . B a s e d on the h i s t o r y and p h y s i c a l 
3 e x a m i n a t i o n , did s h e h o s p i t a l i z e M r . W o o ? 
4 A . N o , she did n o t . 
5 Q . W h a t did she t e l l M r . W o o ? 
6 A . S h e told him to c o m e b a c k in two d a y s , 
7 on t h e 1 5 t h of J u l y . 
8 Q . A r e t h e r e any i n d i c a t i o n s f r o m t h i s 
9 r e c o r d of J u l y 1 3 t h , 1 9 8 8 , t w o d a y s b e f o r e t he 
10 a c c i d e n t , t h a t M r . W o o w a s s u b j e c t to any f a i n t i n g 
1 1 s p e l l s ? 
1 2 A . N o , t h e r e is n o t . 
13| Q. Is t h e r e any i n d i c a t i o n in t h i s r e c o r d 
1 4 t h a t D r . S c o v i l l at any ti m e told M r . W o o th a t he 
15 w o u l d b e s u b j e c t to h a v i n g f a i n t i n g s p e l l s ? 
16 A . N o . 
17 Q . W a s h e , at a l l , i n s t r u c t e d in t h i s 
1 8 r e c o r d of J u l y 1 3 t h that he s h o u l d n o t d r i v e an 
19 a u t o m o b i l e ? 
2 0 A . N o . 
21 Q. And he was simply sent home? 
22 A. That's right. 
23 MS. WILLEY: May I approach the witness? 
24 THE COURT: You may. 






























Do you recognize that document? 
Yes, I do. 
What is that document? 
This is from July 15th, and this is also 
a note of the patient's visit to the Admitting Office 
of the Veteran's Hospital on that day. 
Q. As of July 15th, 1988? 
A. Right. 
Q. Who was the physician on this record? 
A. The same one, Dr. Scovill. 
Q. So, the same physician that saw him on 
July 6, July 13th and now on July 15th? 
A. That's right. 
MS. WILLEY: Your Honor, Defendant 
offers Exhibit No. 9 into evidence and for 
publication. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. FAY: No objection, your Honor. 
THE COURT: It may be received. It may 
be published. 
(Defendant's Exhibit No. 9 admitted.) 
(Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
MS. WILLEY: Now, while Mr. Bullock's 

























In looking at this exhibit, there 
appears to be, again, two types of writing on it: 
Some writing on the top, and writing at the bottom. 
Could you help us tell what that is? 
A. The writing at the top appears to be 
that of a nurse, and the writing at the bottom is that 
of, I believe, Dr. Scovill. 
Q. Is there an indication in this record as 
to what time Mr. Woo was at the VA Hospital to get 
checked out? 
A. Yes, it looks like he arrived at 8:08 in 
the morning. 
Q. And where are you seeing that, 
Dr. Freedman? 
A. I'm seeing that two places: Just at the 
very upper, left-hand corner, just to the left of 
where it says "Medical Record," it says "808"; and 
then just beneath that, it says: "808/850." 
Q. So, he arrived there shortly after 8:00 
o'clock in the morning. And can you tell what 
happened as he was at the clinic after he arrived? 
A. Well, the nurse refers to a 40-minute 
delay, and it says something like: "He needed labs 
and x-ray, and the slips were not given," or something 
like that. So, it sounds like they were perhaps doing 
1 some paperwork or perhaps obtaining some of the lab 
2 tests at that time. 
3 Q. And you stated earlier that Dr. Scovill 
4 sees him during this appointment? 
5 A. That's right. 
6 Q. Can you tell from this record what time 
7 she saw Mr. Woo? 
8 A. Yes, she times it 10:00 o'clock. 
9 Q. And is that about the second paragraph 
10 down, is that where you are seeing that? 
11 A. Right, itfs about a third of the way 
12 down on the page on the left, it says: "10:00 
13 o'clock." 
14 Q. What were the findings of this visit? 
15 A. Dr. Scovill thought that the patient was 
16 improved based on his own report, and her physical 
17 exam seemed to support that, as well. 
18 Q. So, he was having less shortness of 
19 breath? 
20 A. That's right. 
21 Q. And I believe it says "more energy," is 
22 that correct? 
23 A. That's right. "Patient feeling 
24 improved. More energy. Less sob," and the "sob" 
25 stands for shortness of breath. 
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1 Q. Did she then make an assessment on him? 
2 A. She -- it says that his problem was 
3 congestive heart failure, which is a common reason for 
4 shortness of breath, that it had been made worse by 
5 running out of his medications* She was not sure why 
6 the patient had congestive heart failure. And she 
7 mentions some tests that she may try to get to try to 
8 sort that out. 
9 Q. What medications is Mr. Woo on at this 
10 time? 
11 A. I believe at this point he is on the 
12 Lasix, on the potassium chloride and there was another 
13 medication that we haven't mentioned yet that we 
14 started on the 6th of July, called Ranitidine. 
15 Q. What is Ranitidine for? 
16 A. Ranitidine is not for the heart. It is 
17 for the stomach and for the esophagus. It cuts down 
18 on the stomach acids, which was a somewhat separate 
19 problem that he was having. 
20 Q. Is stomach acid, problem with his 
21 stomach, related at all to fainting or having 
22 blackouts? 
23 A. Extremely unlikely. 
24 Q. Now, she sees him at 10:00 o'clock in 
25 the morning. What instructions does Dr. Scovill give 
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to Mr. Woo? 
A. Those are on the second page, and she 
instructs him to return in one week and to repeat some 
blood work at that time; and also she wanted him to 
get an EKG and electrocardiogram and a urinalysis. 
She says "now." So# that would have been that day. 
She also instructs him to decrease his potassium dose 
somewhat. 
Q. So# she didn't feel like — she didn't 
hospitalize him based on her physical examination? 
A. No, she did not. 
Q. Is there any indication in this record 
of July 15th that Mr. Woo was going to be having a 
fainting episode in a short period of time? 
A. No. 
Q. Is there any warning that Dr. Scovill 
gave Mr. Woo in this record that he would be having a 
fainting episode, or would be subject to having a 
fainting episode? 
A. No. 
Q. Did Dr. Scovill give Mr. Woo any 
instructions in this July 15th report that he was not 




Dr. Freedman, Ifm handing you what has 
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Do you recognize that document? 
A. I do. It is an electrocardiogram report 
from July 15 at 10:20 in the morning. 
Q. Now, you've mentioned in that note of 
Dr. Scovill that she wanted an electrocardiogram done? 
A. That's right. 
Q. So would this be the electrocardiogram? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And, again, is the electrocardiogram 





What time was this electrocardiogram 
done? 
A. 10:20 in the morning. 
Q. So, at 10:20 in the morning on July 
15th, 1988, what were the findings of that 
electrocard iogram? 
A. There are several abnormalities seen 
here. The first one mentioned are frequent PVD's. 
And PVD's are the same as PVC's, just another 
terminology. 
Q. Dr. Freedman, let me interrupt you for a 
moment. 
*i Q 
And Defense moves to have this exhibit 
admitted into evidence and to be published. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. FAY: No objection, your Honor* 
THE COURT: It may be received. It may 
be published 
(Defendant's Exhibit No. 10 admitted.) 
MS. WILLEY: We will give a copy to the 
jury so that they can follow with you and understand 
that. 
(Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
MS. WILLEY: Pardon that interruption, 
Dr. Freedman. I think you explaining — 
A. The first abnormality noted is termed 
"PVD's," which, as I mentioned, are the same as PVC fs; 
and have been seen in the patient before. 
Then, the second abnormality mentioned 
is evidence for some enlargement of a particular part 
of the heart, which was kind of a borderline finding. 
Finally, or rather next, they mention 
evidence of the old heart attack, which has been seen 
consistently on all of his EKG fs; and here it's 
referred to as a myocardial infarction, which is a 
technical term for heart attack. 
And, finally, some non-specific changes 
90 
that are pretty common. 
The "Impression" finishes up with a 
comparison of this EKG to the previous one from May of 
1988. That mentions some relatively minor changes, 
including that the heart rate is increased a little 
bit, that PVCfs have actually decreased in frequency 
and there are some other minor changes. But my 
overall impression from this, as well as having 
actually reviewed the tracings, is that this 
electrocardiogram was essentially unchanged from 
previous electrocardiograms. 
Q. So nothing new --
A. It would not have been cause for alarm, 
no. 
Q. Was there anything that was happening 
suddenly during this, or is this all old information 
that was being interpreted off this EKG? 
A. This is -- this is nothing new, really; 
just consistent, and essentially unchanged from 
previous EKG's. 
Q. And I think previous to this you told us 
that the PVCTs were not that worrisome? 
A. That's right. They are very commonly in 
the population. They are somewhat more common in 
patients who have had heart attacks. But by and 
-*n 
1 large, we don't get too alarmed by PVC fs. 
2 Q. In comparing the notes of Dr. Scovill on 
3 July 13th and July 15th, 1988 -- just two days later 
4 and this being the day of the accident -- in your 
5 opinion, how had Mr. Woo fs physical health changed, if 
6 any at all? 
7 A. He had improved. 
81 Q. In ways had he improved? 
9 A. I think noted on the 15th that he was 
10 less short of breath and had more energy. 
11 Q. So, his health had improved? 
12 A. That's right. 
13 Q. Let me ask you a question about fainting 
14 episodes, and I think they are called syncopal 
15 episodes, medically, is that correct? 
16 A. That's right. 
17 Q. In your experience, if an individual is 
18 going to have one of these fainting episodes, is there 
19 any warning? 
20 A. There can be a warning, but often there 
21 is no warning at all. 
22 Q. So, would it be possible for an 
23 individual to be driving their automobile, and then 
24 have a fainting episode without any warning at all? 


























Q. So that would be totally consistent, is 
that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Dr. Freedman, from your review of the 
medical records before the accident, and this would 
include this examination done by Laura Scovill just 
prior to the accident, did you find anything in the 
records of Mr. Woo where he had ever lost 
consciousness? 
A. No. 
Q. Is there any indication in any of the 
medical records of Mr. Woo that at any time a doctor 
warned him that he might lose consciousness? 
A. No. 
Q. Is there any indication in any of 
Mr. Woo's medical records at any time that any doctor 
ever told him he should not drive an automobile? 
A. No. 
Q. So, for no reason at all did they ever 




That was a bad question. Strike that. 
He was never told, for any reason, that 
he should not drive an automobile? 


























Q. Doctor, from your review of the records 
and based on your own medical experience, is there any 
reason that you think, based on the history of Mr. Woo 
and especially on that July 15th record prior to the 
accident, that Mr. Woo should not have been allowed to 
drive an automobile? 
A. I would not have told him not to drive 
at that point. I would have allowed him to drive at 
that point. 
Q. So if he had been your patient, you 
would have told him that it was fine to drive if he 
would have asked you? 
A. That's right. 
MS. WILLEY: May I approach the 
witness? 
THE COURT: You may. 
MS. WILLEY: Dr. Freedman, I'll hand you 
what has been marked as Defendant's Exhibit No. 11. 
Do you recognize that document? 
A. I do. 
Q. What is that document? 
A. This is the form filled out by the 
EMT's, the Emergency Medical Technicians, who 
responded to the accident of Mr. Woo's. 
Q. And what is the date of that document? 
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1 A. July 15th, 1988. 
2 MS. WILLEY: Your Honor, we ask that 
3 this exhibit be admitted into evidence and published. 
4 THE COURT: Any objection? 
5 MR. FAY: No objection, your Honor. 
6 THE COURT: It may be received. It may 
7 be published. 
8 (Defendants Exhibit No. 11 admitted.) 
9 (Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
10 MS. WILLEY: Dr. Freedman, what is an 
11 EMT report? 
12 A. It's a report filled out by the 
13 emergency medical technicians when they arrive at the 
14 scene of an emergency. 
15 Q. So these are people that come and help 
16 you, the medical people? 
17 A. Right. It is basically like the 
18 ambulance crew. 
19 Q. Okay. And what type of information do 
20 -- what do they do on a person? 
21 A. Well, they do a quick medical assessment 
22 of the patient, both -- typically, they would ask 
23 questions of the patient, and do a physical 
24 examination of the patient. And they would also 
25 initiate emergency treatment. 
Q. On this document, can you tell if the 
paramedics assessed Mr, Woo at the scene of the 
ace ident? 
A. They did. They documented his heart 
rate, his blood pressure, his respiratory rate. They 
examined his skin. They examined his neurologic 
function. They got an EKG on him. They also 
evaluated him on a couple of neurologic scales: What 
is called the Glasgow Coma Scale, and the other one is 
called the Crams Scale. 
Q. Dr. Freedman, with the ambulance-type 
people, would they be similar to Medical Doctors, 
where they would assess a patient, and then arrive at 
a diagnosis? 
A. Yes. They would basically perform that 
same function in a much more focused way and a much 
faster way, also, than a doctor would, obviously. 
Q. Does this report reflect any kind of 
impression or possible diagnosis? 
A. Yes. Their impression is listed towards 
the bottom. It says: "Possible Syncope." 
Q. And where do you find it on the 
document? 
A. It is Line 31, which is about 




























On the first page? 
That's right. 
Let's go through what the ambulance 
people found on Mr. Woo. You stated that they did 
some different parameters on him, and they tested his 




And is that found on the first page, as 
well? 
A. That's right. That's about a third of 
the way down on the left where it says "pulse." 
Q. Would a pulse rate of 86 have been 






Did they also test his blood pressure? 
They did, and it was 86 over 64. 
Would a blood pressure of 86 over 64 be 
consistent with Mr. Woo having a syncopal episode or a 
fainting episode just previously? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And they tested how many times he 




And what was that number? 
A. 28. 
2 Q. Would that also be consistent with 
3 Mr. Woo just having had a fainting episode? 
4 A. It would. 
5 Q. Now, did they perform one of these 
6 electrocardiograms on Mr. Woo? 
7 A. They did. 
8 Q. And can you tell from this sheet what 
9 the findings were? 
10 A. Yes, it's about halfway down in the 
11 middle of the page, Item 26, says: "Normal sinus 
12 rhythm with premature ventricular contractions." 
13 Q. So, normal sinus rhythm is the "NSR"? 
14 A. That's right. 
15 Q. What does that mean? 
16 A, That's normal rhythm. 
17 Q. That's just the normal heart rate that 
18 everyone is supposed to have? 
19 A. That's right. He's having these PVC's, 
20 as well. 
21 Q. So, these are the same things that we -« 
22 you've marked over here that you've talked about that 
23 you saw on the electrocardiogram at the hospital at 
24 10:20 that morning? 


























Q. Can you tell from looking at this report 






It looks like they -- did you say 
Yes. 
They arrived at 11:51. 
Is there any way to tell what time the 
accident occurred on this sheet? 
A. It looks like the -- the "incident time" 
is listed as "11:44." 
Q. And where are you finding that? 
A. That is towards the upper, right-hand 
corner of the sheet, Item 15, where it says: 
"Military time." 
Q. Okay. Now, you've mentioned two other 
things they did: Both the Glasgow Coma Scale and a 
Crams Score. Can you first explain to us what the 
Glasgow Coma Score (sic) is, and where that's found on 
this sheet? 
A. Yes, it is on the right-hand side of the 
page about halfway down, Item 25. And, basically, 
it's a score that's based on three assessments: You 
get scored for each of these three assessments, and 
you add up the score, and that gives you the final 


























the patient will open his eyes, and what it takes to 
get the patient to open his eyes, what kind of a 
verbal response the patient has and what sort of what 
they call a "motor response," or basically moving your 
arms and legs. 
And the the best possible score is 15, 
and that is what Mr. Woo got. 





What is the second test, this Crams 
Score? 
A. It is a similar sort of scoring system; 
perhaps a little bit more comprehensive. And it 
includes assessment of the circulation, respirations, 
the abdomen, motor movement and speech; and, here, the 
best possible score is 10, and he got a 10. 
Q. Under "speech," what kind of an 








They found that he had normal speech? 
That's right. 
How did do they assess that? 
Probably just talking to him. 
1 Q. Okay. And, again, you stated that they 
2 would perform all these tests, and perform this 
3 assessment, and arrive at some kind of diagnosis? 
4 A. Thatfs right. 
5 Q. And, again, what was the impression that 
6 these ambulance drivers arrived at? 
7 A. "Possible" — 
8 MR. FAY: Asked and answered, your 
9 Honor. 
10 THE COURT: Overruled. 
11 THE WITNESS: "Possible Syncope." 
12 MS. WILLEY: Thank you. 
13 Turning to the second page of this form, 
14 Dr. Freedman, does it give us any additional 
15 information, at all, regarding Mr. Woo fs status at the 
16 scene of the accident? 
17 A. It mentions his pulse rate and the blood 
18 pressure and respiratory rate, which are all 
19 essentially the same as listed on the previous page, 
20 and I don't think there's really any additional 
21 information here in terms of his assessment at that 
22 point. Glasgow Coma Score (sic) is the same. 
23 Q. Thank you. Dr. Freedman, if an 
24 individual has a fainting episode -- just happens --
25 how long can that fainting episode last? 
1 A. It can be anywhere from one or two 
2 seconds to several minutes. 
3 Q. And if it lasts a few seconds, what 
4 wakes the person up? 
5 A. Well, it depends on what caused the 
6 fainting spell in the first place. But whatever 
7 happened, obviously got better in a hurry, 
8 Q. So someone could just have a fainting 
9 episode, and be alert in a few seconds later? 
10 A. That's right. 
11 Q. Would it be consistent, then, for an 
12 individual to be driving their car, to have a fainting 
13 episode without warning and then three or four minutes 
14 later be found fumbling with their safety belt? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. After the ambulance crew assessed 
17 Mr. Woo and did these parameters on him that you told 
18 us about, what then happened to Mr. Woo? 
19 A. He was taken to the Veterans1 Hospital. 
20 Q. And how was he taken to the hospital? 
21 A. By ambulance. 
22 Q. Dr. Freedman, have you formed an opinion 
23 as to whether there was any indication, prior to July 
24 15th, that Mr. Woo would have this fainting episode? 
25 A. I have. 
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Q. And what is that opinion? 
A. That there was no indication that he was 
especially likely to have a fainting spell. 
Q. And what do you base your opinion on? 
A. That he had not had any symptoms or any 
other manifestations that would suggest that he was at 
risk for a fainting spell. 
Q. Thank you. 
MS. WILLEY: May I approach the witness? 
THE COURT: You may. 
MS. WILLEY: Dr. Freedman, Ifll hand you 
what's been marked as Defendant's Exhibit No. 12. 
Do you recognize that document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is that document? 
A. This# again, is a note from the 
Admitting Office of the Veterans1 Hospital. This is 
from July 15th, and the time is 1224, which would be 
around noontime, just after noon time. 
Q. This is shortly after the accident? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And can you tell who the physician is, 
or was there a physician that assessed him at this 
time? 
A. Yes, it appears to be Dr. Scovill. 
1 Q. This is the same doctor that saw him on 
2 July 6th, July 13th, July 15th, just before the 
3 accident, and now after the accident, is that correct? 
4 A. That's right* 
5 MS. WILLEY: Your Honor, we move this 
6 exhibit be admitted into evidence and be published. 
7 THE COURT: Any objection? 
8 MR. FAY: No objection, your Honor. 
9 THE COURT: It may be received. 
10 (Defendant's Exhibit No. 12 admitted.) 
11 (Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
12 MS. WILLEY: Dr. Freedman, while this 
13 exhibit is being handed out to the jurors, can you 
14 tell us what this exhibit is, what this document is? 
15 A* This is a form that Dr. Scovill filled 
16 out from the Admitting Office of the Veterans1 
17 Hospital when Mr. Woo arrived there after his 
18 accident. 
19 Q. And did she have a history there as well 
20 as a physical examination? 
21 A. Yes, she did. And --
22 Q. Can you tell us what the history is? 
23 A. Yes. And I'm reading from just the 
24 second or third line. 


























A. On the first page. It starts towards 
the right-hand side of the line: "Patient states he 
was driving, suddenly lost consciousness without 
warning. Remembers nothing until a lady was pulling 
him from his car." And it goes on. 
Q. Okay. Why don't you go ahead and read 
the next line. 
A. Sure. "Police state patient's car 
crossed the midline, landed atop another car, crashed 
into three or four other vehicles then landed upside 
down resulting in a street littered with cars, one of 
which was filled with other veterans. Patient's car 
totaled. Patient, after being pulled from car, walked 
to side of road without apparent neurologic deficit. 
Cervical collar placed when the paramedics arrived. 
Patient has been short of breath with history of 
congestive heart failure" -- and then it continues on 




Can you continue on the other side and 
but not increased. Denies chest 
pain, palpitations, warning, previous episode." 
Q. Let me just ask you a couple of 
questions before we go any farther. On the first 


























A. The history is based on, usually, direct 
questioning of the patient if the patient is able to 
respond. 
Q. And here he -- that information is 
supposedly what the patient stated, is that correct? 
A. That' s right. 
Q. Now, the information that he was pulled 
from the car and then walked to the side of the road, 
would that be consistent with someone who had just had 
a fainting episode? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And there was "no neurological 
deficit." What does that mean? 
A. That means that he appeared to be normal 
in terms of his speech and movement, et cetera. 
Q. And would that be consistent with 
somebody who had just had a fainting episode? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In this document, is there an indication 
if Mr. Woo knew that he was going to faint? 
A. No. In fact, there is indication that 
he did not know he was going to faint, because he 
states that he suddenly lost consciousness without 
warning. 
Q. I think it says: "Denies chest pain, 
1 palpitations, warning, previous episodes/ is that 
2 correct? 
31 A. Yes, on the second page. 
41 Q. Sometimes patients could have chest pain 
5 or feelings in their chest that might warn them they 
6 are going to faint? 
7 A. That can happen. 
81 Q. And in this case, apparently those 
9 things were all denied. 
10 A. That's right. 
11 Q. After Dr. Scovill performed this 
12 assessment on Mr. Woo, what then happened to Mr. Woo? 
13 A. He was admitted to the hospital. 
14 Q. Why did they admit him to the hospital? 
15 A. They admitted him to assess his syncopal 
16 episode, his blackout spell. 
17 Q. Did they have any idea, according 
18 Dr. Scovillfs records at this time, what could have 
19 caused that fainting episode? 
20 A. She speculates -- the last line of her 
21 note on the second page, she says: "Etiology (which 
22 means cause) of the syncope may be hypoxia," which 
23 means not enough oxygen in the blood because of a 
24 breathing problem. But then she goes on to say: "But 
25 the etiology of this is unclear." So, basically, she 
1 does not know why he passed out. 
2 Q. Okay. So, is it fair to say that he was 
3 admitted then to try to determine what happened to 
4 him? 
5 A. That's right. 
6 Q. Did Dr. Scovill, after performing this 
7 examination on Mr. Woo, reach a diagnosis on this 
8 sheet? 
9 A. On that sheet? 
10 Q. Yes. 
11 A. Yes, her diagnosis is listed on the 
12 first page about halfway down on the left, Item 
13 No. 9: "Syncope and CHF," which stands for Congestive 
14 Heart Failure. 
15 Q. And, again, "syncope" is a medical term 
16 for a fainting episode? 
17 A. That's right. 
18 Q. Thank you. 
19 MS. WILLEY: May I approach the 
20 witness? 
21 THE COURT: You may. 
22 MS. WILLEY: Dr. Freedman, I now hand 
23 you what has been marked as Defendant's Exhibit No. 
24 13. 
25 Do you recognize that document? 
47 
1 A. I do. It is a Discharge Summary from 
2 the hospitalization that started on July 15th# f88, 
3 with the accident; and concluded on July 23rd, when 
4 the patient was discharged* 
5 Q. What is a discharge summary? 
61 A. A discharge summary is a summary 
7 prepared at the time of hospital discharge that 
8 summarizes the entire hospitalization. 
9 MS. WILLEY: Your Honor, we move for 
10 this exhibit be accepted into evidence and be 
11 published. 
12 THE COURT: Any objection? 
13 MR. FAY: No objection, your Honor. 
14 THE COURT: It may be received. It may 
151 be published. 
16 (Defendants Exhibit No. 13 admitted.) 
17 (Exhibit distributed to jury.) 
18 MS. WILLEY: While this is being passed 
19 out, Dr. Freedman, what are the components in a 
20 summary like this that you find in medical records? 
21 What is it made up of? 
22 A. Well, at the top, they start with the 
23 Discharge Diagnosis, and there are seven listed here. 
24 And then they mention procedures during the 
2 51 hospitalization, and again seven are listed. And then 
48 
1 it backtracks a little bit to the History and the 
2 Physical Examination and the Past Medical History that 
3 are then listed. 
4 There are some other more minor things 
5 like the Family History -- I'm on the second page now 
6 -- Social History, Review of Systems, physical exam 
7 (sic), as I said, a summary of the lab data; and then, 
8 finally, it finishes with a discussion of the hospital 
9 course, which just is a narrative summary of what 
10 happened to the patient in the hospital. 
11 Q. Is it fair to say that this document 
12 just sort of summarizes everything that happened in 
13 the hospitalization? 
14 A. That's right. 
15 Q. Does it discuss the accident that 
16 Mr. Woo was involved in? 
17 A. Yes, that would be on the first page, 
18 where it says: "History of present illness." 
19 Q. And what does it say about the accident? 
20 A. It said that he was admitted on July 
21 15th, 1988, for a period of syncope that resulted in a 
22 multiple-car, motor vehicle accident. 
23 Q. Now, when a patient is hospitalized, do 
24 they perform lot of testing on them to try to reach a 
25 diagnosis? 
49 FREEDMAW WTT m?v 
A* Usually. 
Q. And I think you told us before that when 
he was admitted right after the accident that 
Dr. Laura Scovill had reached a diagnosis of syncope 
and congestive heart failure, is that not correct? 
A* That's right. 
Q. On this Discharge Summary, which -- and 
what date is this — the 23rd? 
A. It is actually dictated on the 25th. 
Q. Sof he's in the hospital from the 15th 
after the accident until July 23rd. 
A. That's right. 
Q. In this document, is there any 
indication that the medical people that cared for him 
reached any kind of diagnosis as to what had happened 
to Mr. Woo? 
A. Yes. And I believe that that's on the 
last page, the third page, it says: "It was thought 
that his syncope was due to bronchospasm and hypoxemia 
secondary to cardiac asthma." 
Q. What is "bronchospasm"? 
A. "Bronchospasm" is a narrowing of the 
airways to the lungs. 
Q. And "hypoxemia"? 
A. "Hypoxemia" is not enough oxygen in the 
5 0 FREEDMAN WTT nwt? 
1 blood which can result from a variety of lung 
2 problems. 
3 Q. Thank you. Doctor, do you have an 
4 opinion, or is it possible to reach an opinion# based 
5 on your medical experience and background, as -- and 
6 your review of these records, as well, as to what 
7 could have caused Mr. Woo's fainting episode? 
81 MR. FAY: Objection, your Honor; lacking 
9 the appropriate evidentiary standard. 
10 THE COURT: Overruled. 
11 THE WITNESS: At this point, I would not 
12 be certain why he passed out, with the records and the 
13 data available up until this point. I think that the 
14 conclusion reached in this Discharge Summary, that it 
15 was due to a lung problem, basically, is a 
16 possibility; but certainly not a likelihood in my 
17 opinion. And there are several other possible reasons 
18 for why he might have passed out. 
19 MS. WILLEY: In reading the rest of — 
20 all of Mr. Woo's medical records until the time he 
21 died, does that help you in reaching any kind of an 
22 opinion as to what could have happened to him at the 
23 time of the accident? 
24 A. It does. He was subsequently 
25 hospitalized in in November of 1988; also at the 
I 5 1 l?T>i?i?riiuiattT MTm **«« 
1 Veterans1 Hospital. And he was hospitalized for 
2 basically a worsening cardiac condition* His heart 
31 was getting weaker, and he was getting more short of 
4 breath. And during that hospitalization, he had a 
5 cardiac arrest which was caused by his heart going 
6 very fast. 
7 Q. What is a "cardiac arrest"? 
8 A. "Cardiac arrest" is basically sudden 
9 loss of consciousness that does not reverse itself 
10 quickly like a syncopal episode would, but would 
11 persist. And unless the patient is resuscitated, 
12 generally it would go on to death. 
13 So, he had this cardiac arrest that was 
14 due to a very fast heart rhythm at about 300 beats per 
15 minute. And when your heart goes that fast, it 
16 doesn't -- it is not able to pump blood very well. 
17 And your blood pressure falls, and you lose 
18 consciousness. And, again, if nothing is done, often 
19 the end result is death. Fortunately he was in the 
20 hospital, and this was detected quickly, and he was 
21 resuscitated. 
22 Q. Does the name of this rapid heartbeat --
23 does rapid heartbeat have a name? That's what I want 
24 to say. 
25 A. It is called ventricular tachycardia. 
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1 Q. Could it happen just once in a person 
2 and go away, or -- how does it work? 
31 A. It can happen as an isolated event. But 
4 much more commonly it happens recurrently. 
5 Q. Is it possible that Mr. Woo could have 
6 had some ventricular tachycardia prior to the time 
7 that he had the cardiac arrest in November of 1988, 
81 and it wouldn't have been found in the records? 
9 A. Yes. He could have had ventricular 
10 tachycardia. If it was not too fast, he may not have 
11 had any symptoms, in fact. But, if it was fast, it 
12 would have led to lightheadedness or possibly to a 
13 fainting spell. 
14 Q. And did I hear you correctly, that if 
15 the patient has had one episode of this ventricular 
16 tachycardia, that they probably have had others and 
17 are likely to have another? 
18 A. That's right. 
19 Q. Could this abnormal heartbeat, this 
20 ventricular tachycardia, lead to a sudden loss of 
21 consciousness? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Dr. Freedman, have you also reviewed the 
24 medical records of Gail Hansen? 
25 A. I have. 
I 53 ppppnMaM WT»P m?r» 
Q. Were there any indications in the 
medical records of Gail Hansen that she was suffering 
from any sleeping problems? 
A. Yes# there's mention throughout her 
records, going back to the earlier mid-f80s, that she 
was having several sleeping problems, including 
insomnia and vivid dreams or nightmares. 
Q. Was Mrs* Hansen on any medication for 
her heart at that time? 
A. She was on a couple of drugs at one time 
or another that were similar: One is called Inderal, 
and the other one is called Corgard; and these drugs 
are called beta blockers, which are sometimes 
effective for heart problems. 
Q. And she was given both these 
medications, this Inderal and Corgard, for her heart 
cond ition, correct? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Now, sometimes drugs can -- they give 
them for a certain effect, but sometimes they can have 




What is a "side effect"? 
A "side effect" is an undesired symptom, 
or sometimes a laboratory abnormality, resulting from 
1 a drug. 
2 Q. Is there any relationship between these 
3 beta blockers, this drug that you called "Inderal" and 
4 "Corgard," and any kind of problems with sleeping 
5 patterns? 
61 A. These drugs can cause sleeping problems, 
7 and they can cause insomnia, and they can cause vivid 
8 dreams or nightmares. 
9 Q. In the records that you reviewed of 
10 Mrs. Hansen, did she have nightmares after the 
11 accident, as well? 
12 A. Yes, she did. 
13 Q. And was she still on one of these heart 
14 medications? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Do you remember which medication she was 
17 on? 
18 A. I believe, at that time, she was on the 
19 Corgard. 
20 Q. Thank you. You stated that she's on 
21 these heart medications. What is the nature, from 
22 your review of the records, of Mrs. Hansen's heart 
23 condition? 
24 A. There isn't much information on it. The 
25 descriptions are from Dr. Chris Jones' evaluation, as 
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1 well as from Dr. Simmonds* office notes. And I 
2 believe that Dr. Jones refers to congestive heart 
3 failure with tachycardia when she was 30 years old. 
41 And Dr. Simmonds' office notes make repeat references 
5 to arrhythmia and also to organic heart disease, which 
6 is a fairly general term that just implies that there 
7 was something wrong with her heart. 
8 Q. In your review of the records, was 
91 Mrs. Hansen ever hospitalized for her heart condition? 
10 A. She was. I believe in January of 1991. 
Ill Q. And what was the nature of that 
12 hospitalization? 
13 A. She had experienced a fainting spell, a 
14 syncopal episode, as well as some chest discomfort. 
15 And she was admitted for observation to make sure that 
16 she had not had or was not threatening to have a heart 
17 attack and to make sure she wasn't having any serious 
18 heart rhythm abnormalities. 
19 Q. Did they perform some testing on her 
20 during that hospitalization? 
21 A. They did some blood testing that 
22 indicated that she had not had a heart attack. They 
23 performed several EKG's on her, which also suggested 
24 that she was not having a heart attack. They 
25 monitered her rhythm throughout the stay in the 
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1 hospital* Her rhythm was normal, except she, too, had 
2 occasional PVC's, these early, abnormal beats that I 
3 said are fairly common. 
4 Q. So these are the same kind of beats that 
5 we saw on Mr. Woo's EKG's? 
6 A. That's right. And she also had a 
7 special x-ray of the heart called a "thallium scan," 
8 which is a test that looks for possible coronary 
9 blockages that I believe was normal in her case. 
10 Q. Do you remember, from reading Gail 
111 Hansen's record, at all, if she ever had a fainting 
12 episode prior to that time? 
13 A. I honestly cannot remember if she had 
14 one or not. 
15 Q. Never been hospitalized? 
16 A. (No audible response.) 
17 MS. WILLEY: I believe that's all the 
18 questions I have. Thank you. 
19 THE COURT: You may cross. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DIS1B39§T5UNTY 
By. 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH Kfu7a»W T j 
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CIVIL NO. C-89-662 
PARTIAL TESTIMONY 
* * * 
BE IT REMEMBERED THAT ON THURSDAY, THE 2ND DAY 
OF APRIL, 1992, COMMENCING AT THE HOUR OF 2:30 O'CLOCK 
P.M., THE ABOVE-ENTITLED MATTER CAME ON FOR HEARING IN THE 
COURTROOM OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND FOR SALT 
LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH; SAID CAUSE BEING HELD BY THE 
HONORABLE KENNETH RIGTRUP, JUDGE IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DIS-
TRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH. 
* * * 
A E E I A S a s e s s 
FOR THE PLAINTIFF: JOHN FAY 
SIEGFRIED 6 JENSEN 
310 EAST 4500 SOUTH 
SUITE #600 
MURRAY, UTAH 84107 
FOR THE DEFENDANT: ROGER BULLOCK, 
ELIZABETH WILLEY 
STRONG & HANNI 
500 BOSTON BUILDING 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111 
* * * 
I N D E X 
WITNESS PAGE 
DR. ROGER FREEDMAN 
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. FAY 3 
* * * 
P B Q C S I D I I J g S 
Q (BY MR. FAY): DOCTOR, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT MR. 
WOO SUFFERRED A BLACKOUT IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THIS COLLISION? 
A I THINK IT'S EXTREMELY LIKELY. 
(WHEREUPON, THE PARTIAL TESTIMONY OF DR. FREEDMAN 
WAS CONCLUDED). 
* * * 
D-7 
Addendum to VA Form 10 10 and 10 10r 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 
MEDICAL CERTIFICATE Patient Telephone # : ^ £ » P - 7 7 fT*7 
•IPORTANT. History, and physical findings roust be recorded in sufficient detail to support the diagnosis 
>(*'ff> ^^sn?) ffi* D 
5 ON A R R I V A L V E T E R A N WAS 
O R A T O R Y Q s T R E T C H E R D W H E E L -C H A I R 
6 IS A P P L I C A T I O N T H E R E S U L T OF I N J U R Y ' 
(ll "Yi*" 6' v< d<itc an<f ctu\c) 
• NO • YES 
J.lOQ # C /lAcAc* ftVLCLmt Ajpft^. 
POSSIBLE E X P O S U R E (Check boxie-*) 
D N O N E L J HER8ICI0ES L J RAOIATION [ j 
D 
ASBESTOS D 
E O T H E R (Specify) 
j c f t i x u t tAftk /9Ev -fan mi/sAy no nte QbTZuMrL . Of np/c A ^ j JC T LP*f\*Om TreS/l-/io) 
^CJKjcLnoJ 3~c,6 Q^/rvny3<r^/u,
 v nl PrTi <T fL tDtCQ } Ja/VoiO trib/faduu'* ooKxch r\PA^r fd tnia c\ dMsyicJU 
b^T^\/f/) a<suA txAJtL S-£fr a)/i^n jQ*vn*c< ? coolly*- ^UtXs, S ^ j i o n . lOc/Z. A > ^ O A ^ ^ / ^ • ^ f / > > r o J j 
§L prrL\ir& Otch<3<f /KflHLi r Co i: >QCuJ C //>c/~ \Q^3, rtr*dWu& /aLgklfl «gflfr/n* fOLuA 
P H Y S I C A L E X A M f N A T I O N 1 A . H E I G H T 7 j B. W E I G H T J C T E M P E R A T U R E ' • D. P U L S E . E. RESPIRATION* 
f"Conrinue on reverse) 
/ * / V 
tth* /OG I L : L^lL.r.ji.JJf Li*° 
F . BLOOD PRESSURE 
.!±r._ 
fin^rox. 93'/* 
(Continue on reverie) 
\teJpi RECOMMENDATIONS. (Include any indicated'procedure*, meet CM Hon*, diet, or other 
(ollowup matructions) 
Admit W D : 
j f l g t e * t o D r . . 
] L A B O R A T O R Y 
J X-RAY 
J E K G 
J O T H E R 
Scheduled Surgery Date: 
11. VETERAN'S PHYSICAL STATUS (Check appropriate columns) 
A. CAN DRESS AND USE TOILET FACILITIES WITHOUT ASSISTANCE 
a CAN GO UP AND DOWN STAIRS 
C CAN FEED SELF WITHOUT ASSISTANCE 
D. IS CONTINENT 
E. IS MENTALLY COMPETENT 
F. IS AMBULATORY (Omit it Item 5«, i< checked) 
G. IS NOT AMBULATORY BUT CAN USE A WHEELCHAIR 
H. NEEDS AN ATTENDANT DURING TRAVEL 
I. HAS A RELATIVE FOR AN ATTENDANT 
YES NO 
. S I G N A T U R E A N O A D D R E S S OF NON-VA P H Y S I C I A N 12B. P H O N E N O . J. MOOE OF TRAVEL (Fill in it special transportation ts required) 
Patient's Condition on Discharge: 
12C. O A T E 
ACTION INDICATED (To be completed bv VA Personnel) 
H O S P I T A L I Z A T I O N 
E M E R G E N T L J U R G E N T L J G E N E R A L 
A D M I T ( j P L A C E IN P B C S T A T U S 
D L J NOT REQUIRED 
P I SCHEDULE 
D D O M I C I L I A R Y C A R E L J MED. ELIG. L J MED. INELIG 
EL NURSING HOME C A R E R E Q U I R E D D • 
O U T P A T I E N T T R E A T M E N T 
MED L J SUR L J W Y LJ 0 E N T LJ N O T REQUIRED 
) U I R E D T O O B V I A T E T H E N E E D FOR H O S P I T A L I Z A T I O N ? [ _ J Y E S LJ N O 
[ j R E F E R TO C O M M . SOURCES (Indicate) 
^^^cSn) 
Cfidb. - O f 
A O M I T T O C A R E 
17. SIGNATURE OF VA OFFICIi 




(Items 7 & 8"Continuation space) 
r^pirtxhirs (AhtcL C2CLJA poSsAL aeco,^ iSr porous cdn £X l , ^aiim^rx J<g*A-s; ^ cA 
fiUt i<\fhak* r^T /as,ic g o rmd kef <M /nCc ^2L COdl 4y 
fUjum T C<j£ </?P 37Y1fl 2 pitted ^*q/>v,. 
D-8 
OATE 
*7-/3rkf £?/<>;" W ^ £J^ ~fr <-!$ 
Ions' 
/-T .neriu/vu j ^cfcw />UKA COQC&' PKt^rry^iy c£& o c ^ j ^ ^ y 
n?rt n^ VM. cc a \ A . 
/ / i 
^ 
/oc, /g~/j> Z 2 - ^ 96] ^v— /'Of-
/•£*£. j c^ppicu^ duaruc. 
CrocLUs PZy? b,lcJ- C £ Si bcXXJ-
^ L f 3 ? A * & o ?C£/> C7fr f /^ . J ^ - A T /+~4dsrr*> 
C%&~ Lary^ ptLixrgS •f^r,cS>om
 f CifFj / ) f J<X .->-&*a*j 
-rWr o*- 70- ?Y/ 
t ? 
A f I - C//P , ^CnTI < j^LYre, ku SW a*d QQg. i ^ , t f ( t n ^ ^ . n ^ 
/n£(^vi- oJc/i ^ e Ao /&*»< £-0 /tC/ IV
 ; Pchvr) (n 
±ML %-tS >rv ry.fi, AM Tmftg. 
C\rsh t/WOCbol* {Continue on reverse side) /.^AO C?M/r1^ 
PATIENTS IDENTIFICATION Yfbr typed or written entries give: Name—last first, middle: 
grade: rank: rate: hospital or medical facility) 
Cuoa, -fonf 
REGISTER NO. L/ WARO NO. 
06 2. 
PROGRESS NOTES 
STANDARO FORM 509 (Rev. 11-77) 





^ ' ^ ^ t f E D I C A L RECORD PROGRESS NOTES 
7-ff*Y 
H 
1 7 ' "'• ) i ' 
^ - ?7lrv/ ^-UJ ill . /u 
-Z J/) V O K x ^ 0 , (L)L£-- M(r (TLDILLJJL C><. 
^ A ^ d n . t v% 
/K-*,( ,IAIC IUC^L ( / u \ 
/0 CO Pf yQn^e. .-*f'c^
 y m«rt -tu-^y , . /en -><-£ /Co Jrs*,,- -^nu n-
a l f /09- ft»- ^ £ P-Sfc 
</&f (£) (fly r .J8—> dXt cLuIinyj^ 5<W C/gG&in 
AJot^  col , A" ^jLcks***- - S/S7 r S^itf rt\c% 
?.VV /33 / ^ / y ? / 
A f P - C^P . ^Xntarfa^edt 
A4 / W ^ C P . } no PH rAh P<±l\ei ex* £dJ} 00 pvipk *o«*in^-
£<£ nrUns.cS rkt Cnf\ -AM no .j.Cidl-Wi r* / h i * P f f / O j PC 
n w o ^ h&vf- t/rtA!YI Inr rh M pc 1 j » ^ 4 /Q-TW pre^<UA * - * v oko £_ 
C / rfit^A, io gnKfJQidj nyj£(«.y\«^ ^ yoci s^L. - i w 
PATIENrS IDENTIFICATION Tfor typed or written entries pre: Nam*—lost fint. middle: *> "T" 
trade: rank. rate, hospital or medical facility) 
(Continue on reverse side) 
REGISTER NO WARD NO 
PROGRESS NOTES 
STANDARD FORM 509 (R«v 11-77) 










*U.S.QP.O.: 1987- 707-939 STANDARD FORM 509 BACK (Rev 11-77) 
PROGRESS NOTES 
DATE 
msd (JiSJW -M-/ ftlfl^-rt J-)e<s£ •'—' /10--nxMr^<Uji^,-nAj;u-
^ r f * *-' i^Oy <- * 1 
* U.S.G PO.: 1987- 707-939 STANDARD FORM 509 BACK (Rev. 11-77) 
D-10 
CLINICAL RECORD ELECTROCAJRBIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
PREVIOUS ECG 
D YES D NO 
jCL'NICAL IMPRESSION MEDICATION 
U EMERGENCY 
D ROUTINE 






AXIS DEVIATION (QRS) RATES 
A U R I C . 
DATE \y 
p WAVES 0-f) . & 
QRS. COM FLEXES 
- & # t= 
RS—T SEGMENT T WAVES 
LlNtPOLAft EXTREMITY LEADS (Specify) 
^PRECORDIAL LEADS' tSjx6fl) 
SUMMARY. SERIAL CHANGES. ANO IMPLICATIONS: 
7-15-88 (10:20AM) 
Rate 97, Rhythm see below, P-R .12, QRS .08, QT .36, Axis +65° 
IMP; 1. Normal sinus rhythm with frequent PVD's including 1 couplet. 
2. Borderline voltage criterion for left ventricular enlargement. 
3. Old inferior-posterior wall myocardial infarction by previous ECG's. 
4. Nonspecific ST-T changes. 
5. Since previous tracing, 5-31-88. the rate has increased, PVD's have 
decreased, QRS voltage has increased in some leads, and nonspecific 
ST-T changes have occurred. 
(Co / i tin u< 
NO. 
ECG 
SIGNATURE OF P H Y S I C I A N ^ 
S. HUNTER, MS4/Rv SUTTp 
iilOvSlEfTT^jQENiriFICATION {For typed or written entries give: N*\i 
!3 WEST 5TH AVE 
-61 3-3 0034 
C1*942530 4 
PEV 






R f C T R O C A R D K ^ r R A P t i l C RECORD 
(Attach Tracing to SF-507) 
STANDARD FORM 520 
General Services Administration and 
Interagency Committee on Medical Records 
F!RMR(41 CFT) 201-45 505 
OCT08ER1975 520-107-03 
D-11 
Q Mass Gathering 
4. PATIENT NAME (LasO - ? ? ^ r<? Jo C 
(City) 
Parent/Guardian 
j F t f a l ) ( M l ) 
7. P A T I E N T A D D R E S S (Street) (City/State) 
2. D I S P A T C H E D A S 
2hL 
5. U N I T L O C A T I O N O N D I S P A T C H 
8. C A U S E O F I N J U R Y 
3. R U N H U Duplicate 
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Mo Day Yr 
9. EMS SERVICE 
C 
10. A G E 
4. DES< 
1 1 . S E X 
n 
12. C H I E F C O M P L A I N T 
Ho^^ r>^\^>-
13. TO SCENE 
1 Si 10-39 
2 D 10 40 
^ . r ' . o ^ ^ - fro'M^k 
FROM SCENE 
1 D 10-39 
2 ffQO-40 
1  SCRIPTION OF PROBLEM O^ . 
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/A Left Scene 
17. P A S T H I S T O R Y ?7 * Arrived Hosp 16. O D O M E T E R R E A O I N G 
18. M E D I C A T I O N H I S T O R Y 
A 
Beginning 
EM rf- At Scene 
19 . A L L E R G I E S 
A| £ A Ending Miles Onven 












In i t ia l 
ZV 
Repeat 
Rate Repeat Repeat 
Capillary Refill 
1 D Absent 




1 3 * Moves Arms^C 
2J% Moves Legs 
Rate Repeat Repeat 
Rate Repeat Repeat 
Condition 
1 D Moist 1 D Pate 
2 ADry 2 O Cyan 
Rate Repeat Repeat 
3 n w a r m 
4 Q Cool 
3 a Red 




1 C^Reg. 4 D Irreg. 
1 T3 Absent 
2^p(Weak 
3 D Strong 
Neck Veins 
1 D Distended 
2 D Flat 
3 Isf Normal 
Respiratory Effort 
0 O Absent 
1 D Shallow 
2 D Retractive 
3 Q Air Hunger 
4 )A* Normal 
Sensory Present 
Distal to Injury 
ffiYes >G No 
Pulse Present 
Distal t/injury 
D Yes / D No 
Pup i ls 
R i g h t Left 
1^ arJ Reactive XjT 
2 D Unreactive • 
1 0 Dilated D 
2 D Mudrange D 




















Extends to Pain 
Flexes to Pain 
Localized Pain 
Obeys Commands 
G L A S G O W S C O R E 
2 7 . M E D I C A T I O N S Time Dose Dose M E D I C A T I O N S 2 8 . I .V. F L U I D I A M T . I N F U S E D 
n. AR y*£> 
A 
/ 
2 9 . A C T I O N S T A K E N 
3 1 . P R E H O S P I T A L I M P R E S S I O N 
Cch^ 




1 • Delayed 
0 • No Cap Refill 
A B D O M E N 
fc- Not Tender 
"T- Tender 
0 • Rigid or 
Penetrating Injury 
S P E E C H 
Normal 
Confused 




T - L a b o r e d 
0 - Absent 
M O T O R 
je Obeys Commands 
1 • Response to Pain 
0 Postures or No 
Response 
3 0 . I N J U R Y / I L L N E S S C O D E 
(check all 
that appty) 
}><*| Head Trauma 
3 l 
-r. T O T A L C R A M S 
















2Z \ f \ Paramedics 
H Ground Ambulance Non transport Team 
1st Respond (CIM/QRU) 
Air-Helicopter 




3 3 . M E D I C A L C O N T R O L 
Hosp ILL 








Copt acted Resource Hosp 
1 j a From Scene 
2 ' G In Transit 
3 C Used Standing Orders 
Medical Control Nurse 
Disposition 






it i . ... 
U i ^ 
34 . M I S C . 
CPR. IN IT IATED BY: 
1 O Cit izen 
2 G Other 
C O U R S E 
1 D CPR on ER 
Arrival 
2 D Perfusing 6 n 
ER Arrival 
3 C Adm to C C U 
PM/EMT Completing Form 
Did citizen have CPR Training7 
1 D Yes 2\fl No 3 G unk 
TREATMENT 
Was Arrest Witnessed 
D Yes/directly D No 
MJtiUTES FROM 
•COLLAPSE TO: 
1 Agency Call 
2 C P R Initiation 
3 Definitive Care 
_ M i n 
_ M i n 
_ M m 
z. Airway Inserted 
Assisted Ventilation 
Bleeding Controlled 
Blood Tubes Drawn 
. G a i 
M A S T Inflated 
N G T u b e 
16 O B ^ 
Burn Care 
Cervical Immobii 
C P R 
Endotrachial Intub 
Esophageal Obturator / 
Extrication Equipment 
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PMD 
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FEM/G.ED 
| SOCIAL SECURITY NO 
f / " s ' / lOTHERG 
•ATIENT NAME ^ TRANSPORTED BEFORE D 
DATE 
/RESS 
c / « // '* ' c j ^' //r / 4 
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r /^ ,/VC /Hy r ? / 
RELATIONSHIP i 
/ V r /** ' / / . ' •£ T M V CITY STATE / 
iSURANCE COMPANY PATIENT-43 
OTHER a 
GROUP # MEMBERSHIP NUMBER .>r- ~ MEDICARE NUMBER 
- T> / 
O FAULT AUTO INS CO / POUCY OWNER MEDICAID NUMBER 
jt\ o ,«Y. PATIENT D RES PARTY a OCCUPATION 
DORESS 
EAREST RELATIVE NOT AT SAME ADDRESS RELATIONSHIP PHONE 
.ZIP 
RVICE FRQW . 
2> / 7-
EMT DRIVER , 
A c / / 
EMT TECHNICIAN 






/ I ^ R e g ^ f X W e a k 












• Air Hunger 
-^Normal 
Pupils Right Lett 
Reactive ^ £ J ygf 
Unreacttve • • 
**r SCR1PTION OF PfKWLEM 
\/'?*c,<r
 (<P •s//z >/yy? 
3CATX3N HISTORY 
fh<y<>5>. iS'T^C. TT\/Or. C-S~,*>M. <£>**&P 7> x^ V& /MAX^ 
s 
H06prrAL ajpnESSKX 
xt INJURY/ILLNESS COOES (check a* that apply) GLASCOW COMA SCALE CRAMS SCORE TREATMENT gauge 





CsrtMN Man P O M I / bitamon 
Cardiac/ Respiratory Arrest 
Chest Pain 
Choking 
Convulsions / Seizures 
Diabetic Problems 





lArms Q **" c K 




Heat /Cold Problems 
Hemorrhage 
Industrial / Machinery Ace 
0 0 / Poaontng / Ingestion 
OB/Childbirth/Miscarriage 




Traffic Inyury Accidents 
Traumatic Injuries Specific 
Unconsciousness / famtmg 
Unknown Problem (man down) 
FUNCTIONS PRESENT 
Dot* to Injury YES NO 
Senaory 
Putet a D 
/ ; 
T o P » n 
To Speech 
2 — Normal capOary rehl A BP > 100 
1 — Delayed cap refil or BP 8 5 4 9 
0 — No capaary refM or BP < 85 
Spontaneously 
Decerebrate (Extends) 
2 — Normal rate & effort 






2 — Abdomen & thorax not tender 
1 — Abdomen or thorax lender 




2 — Normal in obeying commands 
1 — Responds only to pam — no postunng 
0 — Postures or no response 
22 
24 
Airway nserted M.A.ST Inflated 
30 M.A4S.T Not Inflated 
Pleading Controied 32 N G Tube 
Blood Tubes Drawn 0 8. Care 
Oxygen-Mask 




Endotracheal hrtub Spbntwg 
Esophageal Obturator Suctioning 
Extrication Equipment Turn on Side 
Heimlich Maneuver No Eqwp / Supplies Used 
Confused 
GLASCOW SCORE 
- Normal & oriented 




t^ A ^ 
PMUNIT TRANS UNIT 









I V FLUID < 
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AMT INFUSED MEDICATION DOSAGE 
ces provided me were satisfactory and I understand I am financially responsible for ail charges 
n o m r m u T*\ r«« J SIGNED (PATIENT OR PARENT IF MINOR) 
D-12 
Addendum to VA Form 10-10 and 10 10r 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 
M E D I C A L C E R T I F I C A T E
 P a t ient Telephone #: ^ " ^ 
IMPORTANT: History, and physical findings must be recorded in sufficient detail to support the diagnosis. 
l-i$-zt iT.2Y AM PM 31- BM D 
5. ON A R R I V A L VETERAN kVAS 
•
A M B U - | 1 
LATORY L J S T R E T C H E R 
C. 
D 
W H E E L -
C H A I R 
6. IS A P P L I C A T I O N T H E R E S U L T OF INJURY? 
(If "Yes" give date and cause) 
S NO Q YES 
7. H I S T O R Y POSSIBLE E X P O S U R E (Check box(es>. 
I I NONE I I HERBICIDES L J RAOIATION 1 1 ASBESTOS I 1 
E. O T H E R (Speciiy) 
fry /TLU A3 n o to Ptf en LOCUJ 
^ 
->u£LcUlU lr.0 ConsciCLUmu r iteuvu.-ic /?LrKisnkur>. ntSikin^ /^ \A/ c< JarL> icfu ^MLU^-. fum Jhj^r, A>J 
Car. PCULL ffccfe /i7j car crojKrf -fb* />V*CLLA> ^ JaArUd edef r^&ihjr car
 y rrn\hjrf ;Tfe 
W oVA£r t t / u c l u , -//a/i IcsAdLsd LyKirti r / n , j / y . . . /y I M M V n A- 3 / /V# ULXHLPZJ 7 can (O^L afeJxich corn 
£Mui Z oj^r LXh) • # > tar -frite J fid. Pt~p hiAA^ pulbdrCr*r*> csir t.CjnUud fc / ^ o / fb^c/? nfAv+iA 
UAift diherf- 0-<c/fcxr q/A.uH c$h»\ narqn^hc\ qrstctrf. fr ha) 6/^ VM c AxJ fflf, L^/x^ 
P H Y S I C A L E X A M I N A T I O N ' J A . H E I G H T ' • B. W E I G H T I C . T E M P E R A T U R E • O. P U L S E I E. R E S P I R A T I O N F. BLOC J S  
i 
. OO PRESSURE 
SfcWYil itAfxrAtxaJ! cJnrT^V^i . r > / x ^ / i r r \ ; irtHrLctKt 1 *fc/). Phcsyn* AAlL- f ^ J cL>a*f. TiinrLt -
(fi)c Cctir\fa<£) (L) fr^n, /InMb*' On JJL Aicfc 
fA>^ / &$ . ^ - ^ a . rracUu /vue^ $!>_ ^  JM, w-. Aviui jftfl. 
fliy-l fccuyu 0 /2tiuit iWfauUp 
6Tth> -fW ; U , gfre/v^ -£ / / j fle\pr<clc ^> j ^P>/JJIM -fll*. 
f U - AQ/H^TT^ cVfP. Afedburtu- Char to C%> Ccv\+ ctjur C9* 
(Continue on reverse) 
DIAGNOSIS: 
Sync*, 
IPKENDATIONS: (Include any tnc I. RECOMMENDATI i dicated procedures, medications, diet, or other 
fotlowup instructions) 
Admit WD: — 
uOett: to Dr.. 
J L A B O R A T O R Y 
J X - R A Y 
J EKG 
J O T H E R 
Scheduled Surgery Date: 
11. VETERAN'S PHYSICAL STATUS (Check expropriate columns) 
A. CAN DRESS AND USE TOILET FACILITIES WITHOUT ASSISTANCE 
B. CAN GO UP AND DOWN STAIRS 
C. CAN FEED SELF WITHOUT ASSISTANCE 
D. IS CONTINENT 
E. IS MENTALLY COMPETENT 
F. IS AMBULATORY (Omit if Item 5a, is checked) 
G. IS NOT AMBULATORY BUT CAN USE A WHEELCHAIR 
H. NEEDS AN ATTENDANT DURING TRAVEL 
HAS A RELATIVE FOR AN ATTENDANT 
YES NO 
K. S I G N A T U R E A N D AOORESS OF N O N - V A P H Y S I C I A N 12B. P H O N E NO. J. MODE OF TRAVEL (Fill in if special transportation is required) 
Patient's Condi t ion on Discharge: 
12C . D A T E 
ACTION INDICATED (To be completed by VA Personnel) 
H O S P I T A L I Z A T I O N 
J E M E R G E N T | | U R G E N T L J G E N E R A L 
J A D M I T L J P L A C E IN P B C S T A T U S 
I I NOT REQUIREO 
| I S C H E D U L E 
• D O M I C I L I A R Y C A R E • • D M E D . I N E L I G . 
a NURSING HOME C A R E R E Q U I R E D DvES D 
O U T P A T I E N T T R E A T M E N T 
i MEO PSY [ j O E N T | ] NOT R E Q U I R E D 
QUIRED TO OBVIATE THE NEED FOR HOSPITALIZATION? L J Y E S I I * 
I I REFE^R J O COMM. SOURCES (Indicate) A D M I T T O C A R E 
JJ'ctfJl 
17. SIGNATURE OF VA OFFICIAL 
N A M E OF A P P L I C A N T 19* SOC-SEC. NO. 20. NAME OF REFERRING VA STATION (Enter if application is referred from ongm,;l VA 
station) 
(Items 7 St 8 "Continuation space) 
ir+p<T^rt QCfl n^vi ph^uoxt ~J?knrr\. tJti AN -fkis -Am L*0A Aft ?. W / 33/k*/<SV/. 
rrfFj scUduhcL 3m*20 -WHO. 
Ph cUxMrI ~' AM poiA cd- preu^ 
?r- to? 
H. ? ^ - c r^a - I ( ^ /^r-?r 6 /AA 
T ^ Y 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
4 1 - ^ z / 3 o / s o / f f y y . 
6 L - ?. ^ S h i / sq.jf &V. reacted *z «<* (& A'3> /*? 'V. 




1. Congestive heart failure of unknown etiology, thought to be ischemic cardiomyopathy. 
2. Hemturia. 
3. Renal insufficiency. 
k. Polyclonal gammopathy. 
5- Left lobe nodule. 
6. Anemia of chronic disease. 
7. Urinary tract infection. 
PROCEDURES DURING THIS HOSPITALIZATI01 
1. Endotracheal intubation. 
2. Ventilation perfusion scan. 
3. Pulmonary angiogram. 
k. CT scan of the skull. 
5. Twenty-four-hour Holter monitor. 
6. Echocardiogram. 
7. Cystoscopy and intravenous pyelogram. 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: Syncope of unknown etiology. 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: Mr. Woo is a 78-year-old Chinese American who was admitted 
on 7-15-88 for a period of syncope that resulted in multiple car/motorvehicle accident. 
Shortly after his admission, he was admitted to the telemetry unit, and Mr. Woo was noted to 
be in respiratory distress, having much difficulty in moving air and desaturated requiring 
endotracheal intubation. He was transferred to the Medical Intensive Care Unit; Mr. Woo 
improved gradually and was discharged from the MICU to the telemetry unit shortly after being 
admitted there, in fact, it was 2k hours later that he was discharged out of the MICU. His 
history prior to that is that he had been treated in the Admitting Office for congestive heart 
failure of unknown etiology for approximately two weeks, and he had not received his Lasix 
from the pharmacy; he returned to the Admitting Office and was there, worse with shortness 
of breath. He was given an IV Lasix in the Admitting Office and a prescription for Lasix 
was sent home. He had a syncopal episode and ended up in a multiple motorvehicle accident 
which precipitated his admission. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: History of unknown pulmonary disease. Organic heart disease with 
congestive heart failure as noted in the history of present illness. No documented history 
of Ml, hypertension, diabetes, carcinoma, rheumatic fever, tuberculosis, peptic ulcer disease, 
or liver disease. Allergies, no known medical allergies; medications on admission: Lasix 20 
mg p.o. q day, potassium chloride h mEq p.o. q day, and Ranitidine 300 mg q hs; his immuniza-
tions were not up-to-date; habits include an occasional use of alcohol; smoked one to two 
packs pwer day of cigarettes for 50 years. He has no injuries and was recently involved in a 
motorvehicle accident. 
FAMILY HISTORY: Is Completely unremarkable. 
ADM- 7-15-88 DATE OF DISCHARGE: 7*23-88 TYPE: INPATIENT DAYS: ABSENT DAYS: 
r?E OF REPORT (Check one) I SIGNATURE OF FHYSiOAfc/QENTlST r    (  ) 
] HISTORY AND PHYSICAL XOWSCHARGE SUMMARY 
J
 EXAM (SFSQk SOZ&tfor fc-J (V*LF 1Q-IOQQ, a G*4 y 
IF 10-ma a, 4, d and 9) 
1 PROGRESS NOTE (ST 909) f - | AUTOPSY PROTOCOL 
1
 ^(SFSOS) 
I CONSULTATION SHEET p i OTHER (Ss&ifyl ](SFSW U 
I OPERATION REPORT 
1
 (SF516) 
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JOHN LASSETTER. M . D . 
PATIENTS NAME 
WOO TONG 
SOCIAL s K u w r r fcUMSsa 
261-38-003^ 
DATE OP BIRTH 
VAMC 









SOCIAL HISTORY:" He ran a restaurant until 1978-; his military history was active duty 
from 1942-19^5 in the South Pacific where he was a hospital cook. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS: Positive for PND, orthopnea, pedal edema, shortness of breath, and 
dyspnea on exertion, all of which were grossly unremarkable. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: On admission: He was a cachectic 78-year-old Oriental male who 
was in obvious respiratory distress; vital signs: His pulse was 100, his blood pressure 
was 110/60; temperature 97, respiratory rate was approximately 138- He was normocephalic; 
he had multiple abrasions over the top of his head and left side of his face. HEENT 
exam: Otherwise was grossly unremarkable. Neck exam showed a full range of motion without 
adenopathy, thyromegaly, or tenderness; back was nontender and he had a straight spine. Ches 
exam showed multiple retractions, supraclavicular intercostals, with decreased breath sounds 
bilaterally, inspiratory and expiratory wheezes throughout all lungfields. There were no 
consolidative findings noted. He was hyper-resonant to percussion. Heart exam showed distan 
sounds, difficult to auscultate secondary to his wheezes; he had normal SI, S2, no murmurs 
were appreciable, and no gallops or rubs. JVP was approximately 6-7 cm of water; PMI was 
laterally displaced; otherwise, unremakrable. Abdominal exam: Showed a scaphoid abdomen 
which was soft, nontender, but positive bowel sounds; there was no hepatosplenomegaly and no 
masses noted. Extremities showed no cyanosis, clubbing, or edema; rectal exam was guaiac-
negative; neurological exam: He was alert and oriented times three; had difficulty communica-
ting secondary to respiratory distress, but he was grossly intact and nonfocal. 
LABORATORY DATA: His EKG showed evidence of a possible old inferior wall MI with normal 
intervals and normal sinus rhythm and some nonspecific ST-T changes. Chest x-ray on admission 
showed no cardiomegaly; it showed diffuse pulmonary edema; his white count was k.J, hemo-
globin 13.0, hematocrit 40.2, platelet count was 283, had a normal differential; coags 
were normal; SMA 7 was remarkable for a sodium of 137, potassium 5-6, chloride of 105, 
c02 26.1; glucose of 97, BUN 16, creatinine 1.2; his SMA 20 was otherwise, unremarkable. 
A room air gas in the telemetry unit showed a pH of 7-15, pC02 56, p02 of 42, and saturation 
of 72 percent. 
HOSPITAL COURSE: The patient was intubated and admitted to the MlCU;after admitted to the 
telemetry unit, he was diuresed and ventilated overnight and the next day was extubated. 
The patient did quite well and on transfer to the floor and working up his congestive 
heart failure, electrocardiogram was obtained showing inferior akinesis, consistent with an 
old inferior wall Ml. He continued to be diuresed without complaints. The evidence for 
acute exacerbation of congestive heart failure was greater than that for any other exacerbati 
reason. He was ruled out for pulmonary embolus with VQ scan and pulmonary angiograms 
were normal during his anti-coagulat ion. He developed some gross hematuria which was thought 
to be due to injury after an 1VP and cystoscopy were unremarkable. During his syncope workup 
he had a Holter monitor which also was unremarkable for any significant arhythmias or 
desaturations. A past history of gammopathy was noted, and a repeat S-PEP was done, and the 
S-PEP was found to be consistent with chronic inflammation with regards to this; rheumatology 
consult was obtained, and they felt that rheumatological diseases were unlikely in this patie 
YPE OF REPORT (Cheek one) ™ b t ,wu 
1 HISTORY AND PHYSICAL O^ISCHARGE SUMMARY 
J
 EXAM (SF 504, 505, 506 or *~* (VAF10-1000, a and b) 
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] OPERATION REPORT 
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SIGNATURE OF PHYSICIAN/DENTIST 
JOHN LASSETTER, M.D, 
PATIENTS NAME 
WOO. TQNG 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER DATE OF BIRTH 
VAMC 
SA1T 1AKE CITY
 g UTAH 
WARD/SERV1CI ya 
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since his S-PEP pattern had not changed in the last four-years, and he had no current 
symptoms. During the hospitalization, the patient developed an urinary tract infection and 
was treated with Ampicillin orally. Since the patient's "workup was grossly unremarkable, 
it was thought that his syncope was due- to bronchospasm and hypoxemia secondary to cardiac 
asthma. He was found to be ready for discharge, and discharge medications included: 
Lasix kO mg q AM, potassium chloride 32 mEq p.o. q AM, Zantac 150 mg p.o. q hs and^ 
Ampicillin 250 mg p.o. q six hours times six days; to follow-up with general medicine 
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